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Evening Session Dead? ELECTIONS TUESDAY 13th I 
OBSERVATIONS 
We read with u tmos t in teres t the October 5 
1970 edition of T H E R E P O R T E R , the 
newspaper of the evening session. T h e point 
was m a d e qui te c lea r ly by Editor Sheldon 
Sweid. 
P e r h a p s it is a n a t u r a l outcome of an 
evening session to h a v e less concern about 
a n i n s t r u m e n t , s u c h . a s a c a m p u s 
n e w s p a p e r , t h a n , s a y , a day s e s s i o n 
newspaper . 
We look b a c k a n d reca l l the famous evening 
session sit-in-which occur red last spr ing . A t 
that t ime , the g a p - t e r m students of the 
evening sess ion d iscussed the proposed fee 
increases a n d took it upon themselves to 
close the building d o w n . T h e y did so . They 
sa t down in the lobby a n d blocked all the 
e leva to rs . They w e r e not , however, si t t ing 
on the floor. They w e r e sitting on their 
a t ache c a s e s . 
I t w a s a m o m e n t to behold, to be wi tness to 
evening sess ion ' 'par t ic ipat ion in a t imely, 
re levant ac t iv i ty , a n d par t ic ipat ing in m a s s . 
The si tuat ion is now qui te different. F a c e d 
with a budget deficit , the University is going 
bankrupt . Where b u t in the evening session 
a r e the business or ien ted mSbds t o speak to 
egis la tors? I t is a s h a m e that evening-
session studej»ts will n e v e r find o u t a l l t h e 
detai ls , T H E R E P O R T E R shall publish no 
more . No one wants to be Edi tor , no one 
wan ts to be a repor ter . 
And how about the tuition bills tha t a r e 
going out in the mai l? How does the new 
tuition s t r uc tu r e affect evening s tuden t s? 
No one in the evening session will find out 
because no one wants to be Edi tor , a n d no 
one^wants to be a repor te r . 
And how about the possibility of day session 
using evening session fees for day session 
purposes? No one in evening session will 
find out because the re is no staf* fo^* r^Sl 
R E P O R T E R . 
•No one will look after the evening sesssion 
student in te res t s now. It is a s h a m e tha t 
they will never know how they a r e being 
fucked over . All this because no one wan t s to 
be Ed i to r and no one wants to be a r epo r t e r 
-and-no one wan t s to be a photographer arid 
no one w a n t s to do anything. 
Anf far be it for T lCKER, the day session 
newspaper , to tell evening session s tuden ts 
w h a t to do to get their newspaper rol l ing 
aga in . Actual ly, we hope you neve r do 
anything abou t reviving T H E R E P O R T E R . 
T h a t w a y , all the money p rob lems wi l l . be 
shifted t o the evening session and they will 
never, know enough about it to do any th ing . 
exicon 
"YEARBOOK CEAX-
Many things a r e changing s i _=>arucj:. 
among" t hem the yearbook. The. lS7l year -
book, tentat ively title £ Changes ' 7 : , will be 
different f rom the n o r m a , yearbook, --J^— 
be "mul t imedia" expe r i ence" s a y s •_"om 
Swift the new Edi to r . Mr. Swift, former 
Li te rary Ed i to r of Ticker and des igner of 
P e g a s u s , Son of T icker , and Steve Casper, 
Assistant Edi tor , have plans for a yearbook 
with school^wideappeal : They do not w a n t tc 
publish " ju s t a picture-book for s en io r s . " 
The t h e m e of C h a n g e s ' ? ! will b e life a t 
Baruch f rom ail ang l e s . Views by five-year 
seniors a n d e n t e r i n g f reshmen win be p a r t 
of present ing th is t heme . Unlike t h e '70 
Lexicon, . th is yearbook . wiG be- m o r e con-
cerned with on-campus activities^ . 
One ma jo r c h a n g e in the yearbook format 
is- that it will no t be a bound, hard-cover 
book, but a package of games , a r t work, 
photography a n a p l a s t i c records. Handling 
t he reco rd ing . a spec t will be Tony Anaman , 
General M a n a g e r of WBMB. 
Coming events of Changes'71 wiH include 
anjold yearbook rev iew a t a Booster 's Coffee 
and Music Hour , some t ime in the future. 
Yearbooks a s far back as the 193C's and_4C's 
--ill be or. display. Ads will be sold to 
students s i a nominal r a t e . These ads will 
contain, any ten .words and the s tuden t ' s 
n a m e a p p e a r i n g a t v a r i o u s p l a c e s 
throughout the yearbook. T h e r e is also the 
OCSS-D1—-^ ~ c . -..C-'C w s<~ z~ —c ^ -—^-
yearbook contest . 
All c lubs that wish to have a sect ion 
devotee to them in the new yearbook a r e 
asked 'to submi t ten to twenty photos Cblack 
and white , if possible) of. their clubs in-
v a r ious act ivi t ies , If they, wish a formal 
oor t ra i t o r photc coverage of a coming 
event, they should contact Glen Z-ieffeman, 
the Photography Edi tor and set up an a p -
poin tment . 
-" Seniors wiii be notified in, the nea r fu ture 
a s to when they c a n set iip appoin tments to 
h a v e the i r p ic tures taken. Lors tan Studios 
will be doing the por t ra i t s . 
The Day Session will vote as scheduled at I I 
AM on Tuesday, October 13, 1370. The ad-
min i s t ra to r s of the College" have pe rmi t t ed 
the J i r s t fifteen minu tes of the hour to be 
used for in c lass vot ingin order to a s su re the 
requ i red 30 percent turnout . Students^ with 
c lasses at 11 AM should repor t to their 
c lass rooms as usual . Students who do not 
have c lasses a t 11 AM should r epor t to the 
Marble Lounge, whe re they m a y cas t their 
ballots. 
Students who wish to help in the voting 
process should repor t to the Marble Lounge 
before 11 AM on Tuesday to receive in-
struct ions. 
It is believed tha t the adminis t ra t ion will 
make every effort to see that t he elections 
a r e ca r r i ed out. The platforms received by 
TICKER and endorsements from various 
campus groups a r e published in this issue of 
TICKER. 
It is essential that the elections proceed 
without m i s h a p a s student control of ac -
tivities will be in jeopardy if the elections 
a r e mishandled . You a r e urged to conduct • 




DENT DUE PROCESS 
ANGE AT BHE 
The University Student Senate h a s m a d e 
public its proposal for insuring due process 
for s tudents in Hi<;HplinaT-y h n n r m g g The 
pools by their respec t ive consti tuencies. 
3. Members of the college judicial pool 
USS plan w a s under p repara t ion for severa l 
months and reflects the best fea tures of 
campus due process procedures in o the r 
u n i v e r s i t i t i e s t h r o u g h o u t t h e n a t i o n . 
M e m b e r s of the Execut ive Commit tee of the 
USS consulted witfi legal exper t s a t t h e 




R ichard Lewis , ac t ing ,Chai rman of 
dec la red ; ' 'We... a r e ^relf«sij*g; t h e 
i n ^ ^ c ^ a e ^ ^ 
itdbroGEi 
would be selected a t r andom for actual — 
hear ings and a s tudent defendant would 
have a r ight of chal lenge for cause to any. 
panel m e m b e r up to six chal lenges of ei ther 
s tudents o r facul ty . 
4. M e m b e r s of t h e Univers i ty judic ia l pools 
would be eligible to s e r v e on e i ther of two 
Universi ty h e a r i n g bodies.: 
a . T h e un ivers i ty Jud i c i a ry Commi t t ee 
: would h e a r ,, c a s e s , i ^ben -- t h e college 
discipiinagry commi&§& i a ^ a a l ^ ^ t o convene 
• - l o r ' ~ ""' " 
the i r i s suance of the 
the Main tenance of Campus Orde r dictated" 
our course of ac t ion . ' ' Lewis fur ther 
a l a i a o r a t e d t h a t t h e B o a r d ' s I n t e r i m ^ 
S ta t emen t was del iberate ly and consciously 
designed tc satisfy political expedience. He 
added t ha t t he Board ' s s t a t emen t sacrif iced 
any m e a s u r e of due process^at the expense 
of s tudents while positing the Universi ty on 
the side of ' h a r d l ine" law and order^ 
policies. "They did i t . " Lewis c la imed, " t " 
orotec: their budget request in the face of 
s tate legislators who a r e t ry ing to appease 
the base e lements of their const i tuencies. ' ' 
The USS plan _cojitains a j i u m b e r of un-
orecedented policies and p rocedures : 
: . The Pres ident of a college would no longer 
be an integral pa r t of the hear ing process : 
r a the r his role" would be res t r ic ted to in-
suring the proceedings could take place and 
that the decision of the hear ing pane . :s 
effectuated. 
2. .Student-faculty hearing- panels would be-
comoosed of m e m b e r s elected to judicial 
the Board could not* adopt our proposal. Not 
only does it i n s u r e due p rocess , but is 
"lisstwance that_decisions a r e r e n d e r e d i n a 
rat ional , r e a sonab l e ehvircwmehtl. ~Uiider~ 
our proposal , s tuden ts would not have to 
suffer the anxie ty o r a r b i t r a r y or biased 
disciplinary decisions. Our p lans accords 
equal r ights and pr ivi leges enjoyed by noc-
students . We should not set t le for l e s s / ' 
Under the Board ' s In ter im Sta tement , the 
U n i v e r s i t y S t u d e n t S e n a t e a n d t h e 
University" Facu l ty Senate a r e tc p repare , 
rosters from among their m e m b e r s from 
which the Chancellor could n a m e student 
and faculty m e m b e r s to hear ing panels . At 
this t ime , only the Faculty S e n a t e ^ h a s _ 
orepared such a l i s t . ' 
The University Student S e n a t e V i i l . t a k e 
steps to encourage the Board and the 
Chance l lo r to -r~e=consider jifee ^mt-errm^ 
Statement -and adopt the USS plan -as a "N 
o y i a w 
svstem. 
ing .on- aii units m 
: - . .VTU e . % J -
Thursday , October 15, will be the first staff 
mee t ing of Changes ^ U It will be ^ t 12:15 
p .m . in room 31 of the Student Center . All 
in teres ted s tudents a r e u rged to be t h e r e f o r 
contact t h a t office a t some o ther t i m e . 
Needed a r e photographers , poets , feature^ 
wr i te r s , a r t i s t s , a n d anyone e l se c r ea t ive -
Baruch Committee on Drugs 
PI/AY AUDITIONS HELD 
by Rober t Barret t 
"This is the worst p a r t of direct ing," said 
Miss Rot te , the faculty director of A TASTE 
OF HONEY by Shelagh Delaney. She was 
referr ing to the. audit ions held las t Wed-
/nesday and T h u r s d a y , October 7 and 8. 
^Wayne Weismandel , the student director , 
agreed . 
Approximately thir ty students audit ioned 
for p a r t s in the five charac te r p lay . Two 
girls and three m a l e s were needed. 
Miss Ro t t e noted tha t t he re w e r e ^ o m e 
very ta len ted people h e r e , " and wished she 
could h a v e used all of them. She sa id tha t 
she was looking for cer ta in qual i t ies and felt 
that she had found them. 
The ca s t list was posted outside of the 
Speech Depa r tmen t Office on F r i d a y , Oc-
tober 9. Those who received p a r t s w e r e 
Elizabeth Winter, Joan Gi t te lman, Sheldon 
I saacs , L a r a h P a y n e , and Steve Chase . 
The p lay will be presented before 
Thanksgiving. 
The Baruch Commit tee on d r u g s cha i red 
by Dean Louis Bennet t m e t for t h e first t ime 
. this s e m e s t e r on Wednesday, Sept . 23. T h e 
commi t t e e m a d e up of s tudents a n d faculty 
al ike i s t ry ing to develop a comprehens ive 
p r o g r a m to dea l with "any existent or future 
d rug p rob lems a t Baruch . 
At t h e first mee t ing s tudents a n d faculty 
were p laced in to one of the t h r e e sub-
c o m m i t t e e s a g r e e d o n . T h e s e s u b -
commit tees- include, the Sub-Committee on 
Law a n d Policy, t he Sob-Committee on 
T r e a t m e n t and Services and t h e Sub-
Commit tee on Educat ion . 
The Sub-Comm on Law and Pol icy, 
cha i red by Professor Leonard Lakin, will 
examine the legal aspects and requ i ren ien t s 
of t he law in rela t ion to t h e Baruch com-
muni ty . , . ._ 
The Sub-Comm on Educat ion i s to develop 
"proposed p r o g r a m s of education addressed 
to the ent i re Baruch College communi ty 
with respec t to the m a t t e r of drug use and 
abuse a n d r e l a t e d m a t t e r s . " This com-
mi t tee wiS be t ry ing to educate s tudents and 
faculty al ike in the hope of present ing a t rue 
pic ture of the d rug gcene. . . — 
The Sub-Comm on Trea tmen t Services, 
chai red by Prof. Vincent Bryan , wfll be 
concerned with "al l m a t t e r s r e l a t ed to case-
finding, in take , re fe r ra l , t r ea tmen t , and 
foHow-up". This commi t t ee will be t rying to 
d e v e l o p c o m m u n i c a t i o n s w i t h ou t s ide 
t r ea tmen t sources a s well a s exploring the 
possibility of a t r ea tmen t service within 
Baruch . 
Research within the sub-committees is 
presently under way and it is the hope of 
Dean Bennet t t h a t all commit tee work will 
be completed by the end of this current 
semes te r . At t ha t t i m e all repor t s will be 
submit ted for genera l commit tee approval . 
Up til th is t i m e a n in ter im policy, writ ten 
up by Dean Bennett and subject to general 
commi t tee rev iew, will prevai l . 
• l » i<WHJU}>WJ«j«.-.V • - • * » " 
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Announcements 
I t 's a Gig 
Satu rday October 17, 1970 
8:30 P.A/Lt i l . . . .? 
F i r s t You get to L e x i n g t o n Ave 
and m a k e a lef t 
on 22nd St reet bu t . . . 
R e m e m b e r NO L E F T T U R N 
U N S T O N E D 
B a r u c h Col lege Student Center 
s*ar ts M a r b l e Lounge and w i n 
move on 
Look fo r the ha t be ing passed 
and do come You A l l 
i • m * m * i 
N U D E N E E D E D 
FOREIGN SERVICE 
Mr. Day Mount, a Foreign Service Officer 
with_the Depar tment of State , will be a t 
Baruch Collge on Wednesday, October 14 
from 9:30 am to noojiJn_r©orn 1508. H e will 
talk informally with s tudents who a r e in-
terested in ca r ee r s in the foreign service . An 
appointment is not necessary nor is it 
necessary that the student be a senior . Mr. 
Day is also interested in talking to students 
majoring in all Baruch depar tmen t s , not 
simply liberal a r t s . • * 
i O N C E R ' 
GIRL WANTED: Semi-nude model required Calling its music "Saddle Rock" because of' 
for feature story. No pay but -lots of free its country flavor, a new, young group, 
publicity. Fo r further information, send Frontier , will give a concer t J n the 
n a m e and address to Box 9C, 137 E a s t 22nd Lounge on Thursday, October 15, f rom one 
- E A R X . ^ Q U A K Y 
"The Chemistry Department has Err; 
for the showing of the following films: 
"The Alaskan Earthquake_, 1964" 
•'The Eruption of Kiiauea, 1959-196Q"_ 




the showing is open to a. 
staff."' 





i « • i ! / f "» - . ~ ~ ^ 
Harold Logan, who will be r e m e m b e r e d for 
his g r e a : performance "- 'm The 28m D r e a m , 
at the Center in I9t , *» singing with the 
accoustical gui tar , in the Oak Lounge, 
Thursday, October 15, from 5:15- to S:25. 
C H E M I S T R Y 
Street. to two o'clock. 
The Chemistry Depar tment , which i s of-
fering Geology for the first t ime this 
semes te r , is pleased to announce a con-
tinuation of the environmental bullet ins. 
The bulletin boards adjacent to Rooms 804^5 
and 803-5 now display the following ar t ic les : 
/ o 
T h e History Cluo is sponsoring a viewing, 
of 1776, the Tony Award winning Broadway ' 
musica l . All sea ts a re half-priced ($12 seats 
a r e $6, $6seats a r e S3). Any one can c o m e . Ifr 
you a r e interested, please see Mrs . Ross irt' 
the Student Center a t the main desk, who ' I t 
take vour n a m e and preference of s e a t s and-
evening. It s America nx« was. 
H5STOR • v 
Get yourself together :n';o m e re ievant 
oast . Come uo to the History Club." It hap-
pens Thursday , October 15 a t 12 noon, inside 
Room 1113. Today will only be the past 
t o m o r r o w . R e f r e s h m e n t s too !-
S O R O R I T Y 
Iota Alpha P i , Baruch ' s only Soror i ty , is 
holding an Open Rush Tea . All g i r l s a r e 
invited to at tend. Sunday, October 18 a t 1:0C 
P .M. 2981 Bedford Avenue be tween Avenue 
H & I (near Brooklyn College.) F o r fur ther 
i n f o r m a t i o n ca l l E l l e n P R 4-4050. 
[-iiOo S ii MlG QINiEE 
^ E D U C A T I O N M A J O R S ^ M M W 
STUDENTS WHO HAVE FILED APPLICATIONS 
FOR N.Y.C. BOARD OF EDUCATION EXAMINATIONS 
Stagnant Sea: The Baltic Sea-none of the 
w o r l d ' s l a r g e s t bod i e s of s t a g n a n t 
water—large scale pollution. 
Dead S t r e a m : On a smaller , sca le , the 
care less disposal of insecticides -kills, a 
s t r e a m to the regre t of a t least one 
family—small scale pollution. 
Two Barucn revolutionaries des i r ing _ow, 
cost housing in Manha t tan in order to devo te 
m o r e t ime to press ing m a t t e r s . If you c a n be 
of ass i s tance , please contact Ticker Mascot 
•in R o o m 307F S t u d e n t C e n t e r . 
'% 
COMMON BRANCHES (ELEMENTARY SCHOOL—GRADES '-6 
ALT. A—GRADUATING IN JUNE OR AUG 7971—EXAM DATE: NOV. : : , :9?0 
(WITH STUDENT TEACHING CREDITS) 
ALT. B—GRADUATING JAN 1971—EXAM DATE: NOV. " , 1970 
(MINIMUM OF 12 CREDITS IN E D ; NO STUD. TCHNG) 
3 SESSIONS—STUDY TECHNIQUES 
AND EXAMINATION PROCEDURES-
DATES: THURSDAY OCT. 8 _ 
THURSDAY OCT. 15 
THURSOAY NOV. 5 
SPONSORED BY: O E P T OF EDUCATJOJ^. T I M E : 12 a.m.—2 p.m. 
CONDUCTED BY: PROF. BENJ. L. ISItASt. ROOM: T1«7 
Pi^OF. GERAi.O - - Z i & W A ^ D -
SCACKMAKr 5E?"T .OP SS^CS/T:®?: 
I 
T 2 ? SMOKED 
Tau Spsi lon Ph i will have i ts Smoker 
F r iday , Oct. 16,1970at 8:30pm a t 8 6 2 S . 14th 
Street, Brooklyn, N.Y.—between Ave K&L 
All welcome. Food and bee r will be se rved . 
N E W M A N C L U B 
You are cordially invited to a talk, out 
sponsored by the NEWMAN CLUB on Oc-
tober 15, 1970. Our guest speaker will be 
^Governor of New York under t he ''RIG-H'r 
~"" ~ ~-?• ~" "2az*f"~ —1 """- •* oe "S-C "*"*7 ~1- Sc"—r 
from 12-2. There will be fi lms and a question 
W <J S.^G TWO 
Two exchange s tudents mom ^eea 
hous ing . They a r e . s tudying a t 3 a r u e h 
College under g ran t s from the African-
Amer ican Association. They des i r e an 
i n e x p e n s i v e a p a r t m e n t o r o t h e r non-
commerc ia l housing in the City. If y o u can 
be of help, p lease contact M r . B r u s e in room 
411 Student Center . 
T E P . R E C E P T I O N 
'£u ZJpsilon Phi will h a v e a F r e s h m a n 
Refresh--•*-< _ ' / ^ ^ > ^ */*'"' '5'— -/~o- e "iter si. 
^>aruc-~ s. 
- " - £ • -ao r " o <S £ Sm 3 k 
We a re ir. need of additional volunteer 
tutors tc assist in aiding the influx of new 
students this semester . P l ease join SSOS 
(Students in service to other students) and 
give two fulfilling hours ortutoriai "help per 
week to your fellow students. -"' 
Tlie following are areas where your help 
would be most appreciated: 
Math (algebra, geometry, 
finite math) 
Accounting 
Foreign language (Spanish, F rench) 
Law 101 
If you can help out, please contact Miss 
Helena Wynn at 725-8552 or go to her office at 
155 E. 24th St. on the fifth floor, Room 44, for 
farther instructions. 
lr MATH « E LP 
< If you require additional tutoring service 
i n math, there is a math study laboratory 
located at 155 E . 24th St., 5th floor, Room 61, 
Monday through Friday 9:00-4:00. 
•**/: - « X - i J E X S 
]E X 3 - ' • " * * " . v 
• • > / 
J U D O - K A R A T E 
If you want your girl to flip for you, come to 
the Judo-Karate demonstration Oct. 15, 1970 
at l2noon in the l l m floor—gym area where 
you can receive further information about 
our class. 
P S Y C H O L O G Y 
The P s y c h Soc ie ty inv i tes interested 
students to meet the Psychology Faculty 
Refreshments! Thurs. Oct. 15 12-2, Roon 
502, Main Building. 
One of New York City :s most unique 
voluntary organizations -is t he Eas t e r Seal 
Home Service which conducts a p r o g r a m of 
home visits and special activities^lor han-
d i c a p p e d children and young adu&s. Mrs . 
Margery MeMullin, director of the^Sfe yea r 
old service, has amrounced t h a t volunteers 
a re presently needed tc m a k e weekly visits 
to homebound children and young adul ts in 
i h e B r o n x , B r o o k l y n , M a n h a t t a n a n d 
Queens. 
In pas t years innumerable men - and 
women have discovered the satisfaction of 
sharmg their experiences,hobbies and skills 
with younger friends. Those who already 
possess skills in painting, sculpting .and 
various handicrafts as well as those with 
suitable hobbies, such a s stamp collecting, 
wili be of help. Specific skflls are not 
essential, however, the^orgamzat ior . will 
t r a m volunteers a n d " suggest m a n y ac-
tivities xo occupy the hands and minds of the 
young person they will visit. In many -cases, 
older children and teenagers are provided 
with invaluable pre-vocational training. 
All volunteers are assigned on ah in-
dividual- basis, and receive advice, and 
sapervisiti «v from a professional "staff. 
Suggested activities are always approved 
by the attending physician. For the young 
person who is disabled by muscular 
* dystrophy, polio, heat disease or other 
illness, a weekly visit with an enthusiastic 
friend can not only ease adjustment, but 
frequently stimulate interests which: will 
last for a lifetime. 
Further information may be obtained by 
writing the Easter Seal Home Service at 239 
Park Avenue Sooth, New York, N.Y. 10003 
or by telephoning 777-1120. 
: .:e English S Qualifying 
;xe~T5t:or_ from 3ng: i sh l., -yi - S C 'u r* T7 • S - ' 
Thursday, October 15, between 12noon and 2 
p.—., in Rooms 32312£d 325, Main building. 
The Qualifying i x a m '*r21 also be given 
.Thursday, November ' IS . from 12 r.oon.'ic 2 
"D.m., ir. j toom 4-South.. 
Qualifying S x a m wili be.given Wednesday, 
October 14, from S 'ic 10 p .m. in Room4— 
^South. The exam, will also given on 
'November 19, from 6 to S nun. , in Room 4— 
South. 
./^>««: >Jmy 'u-ansier s tuoents ^*no nave t ransrer 
credits for six or more Snglish composition 
credits a r e eligible to t ake this examinstior: . 
Any transfer scudenl who has ihree u*ansfer 
credits of Engl ish composition m u s t t ake 
English 9. 
Baruch students who received i e s s than : ' 3 ' ; 
in English 1 a t Baruch a r e not eligible for 
this examinat ion . 
_ - ^ _ <is - - ^ \sx^- " ^ ^ ' - V - - _ V ^to- - • ^ / - N^ '<&S - J _ 
f Program stiff accerjtir^ 
the Fai l 1S7C s e m e s t e r . 
3 G I 3 L S ? Students w h c 
show they 
a r e a t tending an accredi ted college— 
g r a d u a t e or undergradua te—or a technical 
or vocational school (for e x a m p l e , t h e RCA 
Inst i tu te , the Delahanty Ins t i tu te , • o r th^\ 
Control I>ata Computer Tra in ing School};: 
a r e bona fide residents of a ; l eas t six months , 
cf t he South Bronx Mode: Neighborhood—an: 
a re£ in the South 3 ronx bounded by 134th 
S t ree : in zne south, Bruckner Boulevard is-
the eas t , Jennings Street in the nor th , and. 
Boston Road and Third Avenue in the west., 
need financial aid and have academic" 
oromise . 
>NS. :one or -s:o^ m 
see: 
Mr. Israel Gonzalez, P ro jec t Director. 
South Bronx Model Cities 
Scholarship Award Program. 
Hostos Communi ty College 
260 E a s t 161st Street 
3 r o n x , New York 10451 
993-80000, extension 234-5 
Apply NOW. Applications rece ived after 
October 31, will be considered subjec t to the 
availability of unds. 
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BOOSTERS, .or THE PASSION Ofc" HIS 
MANHOOD FILLED THE ROOM Well 
gang, the Boosters made the news again- It 
seems that our fun loving good service girls 
are looking for a man, not that it's anything 
new. Out of all the Baruch greek god types 
<as of this writing-, I'm the only applicant 
who are interested, one wiil be chosen and 
v given the ceremonial "title "Booscot*V 
rumored to "be the ancient "eastern god of 
potency. Anyway,-he has either one of two 
functions. According to the ever active 
Angie Previte^ an aggressive Booster: 
leader, his"^>b is'to act as sort of "a big 
brother,.giving kindly advice to the poor 
confused girte. However,'there seems" to be 
' another story lurking below the surface. I 
havebeenioldby an ex member who 111 <^dl 
Cathy, that the official* story is not quite 
^triie. When Cathy'first'came to Baruch she_ 
vvas' a sweet, shy and" innocent' girl*/ Mis-
guidedras she5 was, she was pressued into 
joining the Boosters and then forced into 
acts- too perverted to even think about let 
alone mention- Needless to say" here life" 
was redundantly ruined. The horrer of the -
situation hit her—she; could na longer 
become a nun; or a priest for that matter. 
Despondent, she made what could be the 
most importanj^decision of her short filth 
filled life. She also decided to cbhamit' 
suicide but was ; fortunately thwarted, 
x 
THE 
whatever that strange word means, when 
she collapsed to the floor in total exhaustion 
by the door next to elevator ^ar five,'alter 
waiting for three days to get to the lobby. 
Now that might have well been-the end of 
this sorrowful- saga of simple sick sinners 
scandalously seeking select sociables to 
share their shocking secrets with, if it were 
hot for an uninvolyed person's love fop run-
on sentences and the authors payment being 
by the" worxl-- rather^^ than by certified 
*Sf raH^J^Sl* •r3*&*&*-Certified 
' being played by the Count Basic Orchestra. 
'" The plot men starts to get confused and the 
Cuban Saboteurs ate undecided on who to 
kill. Just then the lady who gives free tickets 
to the flop Broadway plays, awakens in the 
student center and remembers that the last 
thing she can remember reading is that 
Cathy) or whatever hernanie really is, has 
cpllapsedbythe elevator door>just moments 
before a man named Tony,'anda member of" 
a fine group.of"people, opened the door, 
secure in the knowledge tliat not one person 
or Baruch College Freshman* could, see 
through his clever disguise as dean of 
transportation. (Note: Any^concerned party 
should feel free to ask Professor Storer' of 
the sociology department what he's^doing in 
this expose, and why is the sky blue; daddy Y 
Tony first looked at ̂  the page number arid 
then at the girl, feigning unconsciousness. 
Cathy," awakening, drags" Tony into the 
elevator where she revives Mm only to find 
that her watch is missing.-. Our dirtied 
heroine_revives Tony who later proves to be 
a flop off Broadway. He tells a typical bad 
joke which knocks her put, and carries her^ ; 
to the Tinker off ice where I now sit poh- ' 
dering her_ fa te . . If anyone v has any 
suggestions, please send them to me care of 
t h e Tinker Room ,307, Student Center. Also, 
all contributions^ will be gladly accepted.* 
(Any resemblance to prisons, living or^In 
debi is purely conincidenlcd arid iiuj^eyeu^ 
thought" about which is par lor the course \yy 
when yo4i thmk^abbut Jt. "Wben you don*t 
think about it:the same is true as can be 
verified by asking anyone mentioned in this 
column including .the alledged acting 
president Dr. Cohen, who really would feel 
strange if he were actuallyfound laughing 
arid with snorkel at thebottom of the private 
girls swimming pool. But that's another 
story in the altogether. Peace) -
SPECIAL ADVANCE P R E V I E W - O N E PERFORMANCE ONLY. LIMITED 
THE FIRST 7 0 0 PEOPLE FRIDAY MIDNIGHT OCT. 16TH - ReguiaAdm5sion Pices 
Doors open at 11:30 — show starts promptly at midnight. 
and Big H a k y are not your fathers 
• ~."1 
PA*/d*OUNTPlCTUR6S PRESENTS 
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Mastering the Draft 
Steve Kohn. 
Draft deferment probably will be granted 
. to "open admission" students (students who 
are xequired to take so many remedial 
courses- as to make improbable their 
graduation after four years of college credit 
courses provided the following procedures 
are promptly taken by the colleges: 
A. Each college should send tojthe .student's 
New York City local draft board, form 109. 
B. Form 109 should indicate in Box 3 that the 
student is a. five year student. 
- G. In Box 5-under c*remarks" there should 
be a brief statement that the student is an 
"open, admission*' student and will not 
v complete the undergraduate course of study 
in less than five years. 
D. The form must be sent to the local 
draftboard within thirty days after the 
- semester commences. 
Be further advised that: . . -* -
1. Any undergraduate upon reaching 
twenty-four years of age loses his 
deferment. 
2. The deferment, if granted, will be 
granted only to students who registered with 
: New York City draft boards. 
3. Colonel Paul Akst, '•"" New York State 
Director of Selective Service,-expects to 
meet with the Chairmen of all the local 
boards during the latter part of October and 
. will advise them concerning deferments of 
"open admission" students an*d other 
students hi similar categories such as 
SEEK, etc. - • • - - ' - . - . 
—...-. d Please note that form 109 mustjbefiled 
for any undergraduate who has beeir~in~ 
attendance for more than four years and 
who is not yet twenty-four years of age to 
-msure continuance t>f deferment. 
PLEASE NOTE: UNDER PROVISIONS OF 
THE MILITARY SELECTIVE SERVICE 
ACT OF 1967, A STUDENT MUST 
-- REQUEST DEFERMENT AS A STUDENT. 
THIS REQUEST FOR STUDENT 
DEFERMENT SHOULD BE MADE ON SSS 
FORM 104 IF AVAILABLE, BUT MAY BE * 
BOARD EACH YEAR WITH EVIDENCE 
THAT HE IS SATISFACTORILY 
PURSUING HIS FULL-TIME COURSE OF 
STUDY. -
THE REGISTRANT IS RESPONSIBLE 
FOR KEEPING HIS LOCAL BOARD UP-
TO-DATE ON HIS STATUS. 
After completing^ the form is to be 
submitted to the Registrar's Office. 
The Unrequested II-S Deferment 
The last two installments have explained 
why, as December 31 approaches, some 
students may want to be in class I-A. These 
will be students with high Lottery numbers 
who want u>have their year of vulnerability 
to the draft behind them on January 1, 1971. 
They must be in Class I-A, I-A-O (non-
combatant, CO) or I-O ^civilian work CO;) 
on December 31. 
Students who began college this Sep-
tember have no difficulty in being I-A. If 
they do not request the n-S deferment their 
local boards have no authority to place them 
in class II-S. The form submittted by the 
student's college attesting to his student 
status is not a request. Only a written 
request from the student will suffice. A 
student beginning his first year who does 
receive an unrequested and unwanted II-S 
deferment might consider writing to his 
board explaining that no n-S deferment was 
sought nor desired. A sound practice is to 
send all letters by certified mail, return 
_xece|pt requested. A copy should be made 
for the student's own records. 
Students who were in class H-S last year 
are in a more difficult position. The 
Selective Service System has been following 
the practice of requiring only one request 
from a student. The single request covers all 
four or five years the student attends 
college. As a result, many students may be 
placed in class II-S this^year \dthout having 
requested the ^eferrnent;.; Unless they 
suceed in losing: the deferment prior to 
Deceit* 
CRITIC CHATTER . Somehow Andy Warhol just goes on and 
on. Last week I went to a screening of his 
Well, now that we have a Russian epic latest cinematographic effort (apparently 
about Tchaikovsky we may have another, no effort in the making) TRASH. As far as I 
This one about Prokofiev...Sammy Davis, can teU, they Ve picked a most appropriate 
Jr. sez he's going to retire...Joe Namath in a title, but somehow I think that the only time 
new film; would you believe a western titled m a t the word should be used in this review is 
THE LAST REBEL?...Despite downbeat as an adjective in the same sentence with 
notices TORA, TORA, TORA and SUN- the title. The film is supposed to be an anti-
FLOWER are doing phenomenal business at drug effort and I guess- that is the only way 
the Criterion and Music Hall respectively, its gonna'get to be shown, since I cant find 
Well, I guess the critics cant be right all of aay other moral or socially redeeming 
the time !...Hugh Hefner is financing Roman quality in the nudity or profuse use of 
Polanski's film version of MAC»ETH..j»w profantty. If jrbu _cog; looking at Joe 
filming in-N.Y. KLUTE starring Donald 
Souther land and Jane Fonda. . . Cliff 
Robertson's new film titled I SHOT DOWN 
THE RED BARON, I THINK!...Robert 
Redford and Michael J. Pollard teamed in 
Paramount *s LITTLE FAUSS AND BIG 
HALSY due to open at the Cinema I on 10-
21...Charlton Heston in a new Science 
Fiction film for Warner Bros, titled I AM 
LEGEND.. . Vanessa Redgrave, Irene 
Pappas and Katherine Hepburn under 
Michael Cocyannis' direction in THE 
TROJAN WOMEN...Carl Forman to direct 
THE CHURCHILL STORY and FORCE 
TEN FROM NAVARONE for Columbia 
Pictures...GOIN* DOWN THE ROAD soon to 
be released here (stay tuned for a review) 
has just won the Best Feature Film Award 
at the 22nd annual Canadian Film Award-
s. . .Paramount Pictures to " film^iTHE 
GODFATHER...Twiggy in the film version 
of THE BOYFRIEND...Christmas film for 
the Music Hall will be - Cinema Center's 
SCROOGE...Also from Cinema Center win 
be WHO IS HARRY KELLERMAN AND 
WHY IS-HE SAYING THOSE AWFUL 
THINGS ABOUT ME? starring Dustm 
Hoffman and Barbara Harris . . . John. 
^Wayne's new film is THE MILLION 
Dellesandro's buttocks or the breasts of a 
couple of girls who could all tie for first 
place in a Miss Ugly America contest, then 
this may be your bag. Relative to other 
Warhol enterprises, this one is one of his 
best. But, that's only relative to his others. 
After the film there was a press con-
ference with Mr. Warhol, When asked what 
this film cost to make, I think his reply was. 
$8,000. When asked how long it took to make, 
the reply was "a couple of afternoons." Mr. 
Warhol also said that much of the dialogue 
in the film was improvisation. Well, all I've 
got to say is that if I were a peeping torn I'm 
sure that I could find two people who talk 
more coherently than any two in this film. 
As far as opinion goes, the film is a bore and 
completely without moral or social 
redeeming qualities. Mr. Rugoff must have 
been thinking of something else when he 
booked this into the Cinema II. 
TX5LLAR KIDNAPPING...from the master, 
3Uiehino Visconti (THE DAMHTBDJ, we 
Unfortunately, I can only see one film a t a 
time. There have been several screenings 
that I have had to miss because they were 
all scheduledf or the same time. It might not 
be a bad idea if there were -some sort of 
central planning for this since many com-
panies only have one screening for college 
critics. Several films that were or will be 
that will be reviewed in the future 
page 
a ncf Meet 
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=Ste%)Een Caaiirinc. •• 
The Club News column is generally very 
soggy reading. Most people tend to look 
down the column and pick out the names of 
clubs and/or organizations that interest 
them, and ignore the rest of the column. 
Unless, of course, one is in a "boring lecture. 
Then one usuallv has nothing left to read and 
finishes this column. And discovers the 
brilliance of my writing style.^ 
This column is going to.be more than a 
publicity place to plug an^vent'., although I'll 
do that too. A note to club leaders might be 
helpful here. Don't wait for m e to dig up the 
news of your club. As a Freshman reporter 
once said somewhere, there are; over Z0 
organizations in Baruch. Leave your 
noteworthy items in the envelope in the 
Ticker office, marked Club News. ~'-
publish ail reasonable requests, as the aaax:-
from the Playboy Advfeor says. 
The main part of this column will consist 
of in-depth looks at the comings and goings 
of the various organizations in Baruch. If 
any club has an important project going,^>r 
under consideration, please contact me in 
*-rs the TTcker Office, and "11 be glad to talk 
you. It could be that a good writenm in The 
Ticker will really get your plans moving. 
Speaking of contacts, I put mine in back-
wards last week and spent an hour looking 
at myself before I realized they were in 
backwards. 
:he girls of 
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^ I B E R I I B T O R F ' : - ~ _ _ , — 
" by GARY FRANK 
On the cover, there was a blue printed 
border; a picture of her* wafling out a 
number whilst holding a bououet of flowers, 
the .usual 'Rolling StoneV headlines about 
I^lanrecoi-dmgwithl^-Cash, aad this: "A 
Report on Janis Joplin: The Judy Garland of 
.- Rock?" The date of the issue was March 15, 
1969. Read into it what you will. That's all I 
- want to*say; : 
AN^EYEFORANEAR FRANK'S PAST 
FREAKY FAR-OUT FLASHES; The an-
swer to the question implied in the 
'- misprinted headtog of this column is: yes! 
What do the friends in the Garden Club 
and I ^ave fe common? Among many 
- things, we all w^sh that there could b e a day 
• wherin the Grateful Dead could conceivably 
mark an appearance witijin Baruch's 
. limitedtMitlovmgfaci^es. The hass|es and 
details between today and that eventually 
appear to be unsurniountable at mis point 
but some dedicated and generous people 
have applied themselves to the problem: 
Several of the freaks and friends in the 
Garden Club have become deadicated. 
Should you meet up. with 6ne of the 
petitionees, do by all means affix your name 
to the sheet and then go home, listen to 
next day. Tell your friends;"".'its. gooT^-prac-
" tice. It can be done. Some nice folks at 
Queens College schedule fine music eon-, 
certs there all year long, and the dead, if 
they showed up, appeared there on Saturday 
October 10. As one of the Garden Club folks 
told me, "It started as a goof," to which I 
hasten to add, 'so did Crosby,. StillsT and 
Nash:': 
As long as 'Workingman's' is on, and 
we're talking about live music at Baruch, 
play "Uncle John's Band" again and let's 
talk about starting one at Baruch. With the 
proper response it would be quite possible 
for the college community to present weekly 
its own. live music shows via its own talent. 
How up are you on the idea of staging, live 
jams with real instruments and our own 
musicians here at 3arucb? The Thursday 
club sours would be perfect. Have w e 
enough mterested.musicians present to give . 
this suggestion some> consideration? J""t 
bring in m y axes anddo it. Jonas will, f 
will. Remember *The Homestead Act? 
wiH, he's a fine folk guitarist. Steve? Neil? 
To spur you on further, I spoke with Prof. 
Walter Nallin, chairman of the growing 
Music Department. Prof. Nallin and the 
Music Dept would gladly lend us. some in-
struments and equipment and perhaps other 
assistance if w e would extend to them some 
.Graham's Fillmore" East on the :23rd of 
^September . for \ the joint .National 
Educational Tetevision-Fillmore East 
concert taping televised last. night on 
channel 13if the Ticker comes out on 
monday. v . - " 
: The audience,- entered the rock palace 
grandly as they usually do;. like the Marx 
Brothers taking. over the.. hotel in . Room 
Service. Hail and Farewell! It didn't work 
out. The famous Ffllma East audiences, 
reknowned for their low temperature and 
hostility were truly prepared Ibr another 
freeze: But they were melted by the hot 
television lights and the magic of. the, 
evening. < ':'"--"'' 
Bill Graham, entrepreneur and Baruch 
alumnus, took our collective buck fifty and 
gave the audience that at times fashionably 
despises him, the best music show since; 
Buffalo Springfield played St. John's 
sponsored bya fraternity I If the brothers of 
A $1 would do that,-would I join! The seven 
acts played for six hou?*s, followed by a 
history making blues jam. The TV show 
lasted one hour. By the time you read this 
we will all have seen the show; but let me 
-share with you, the concert! 
Flock were on first. .When they, were 
finished I knew less than before they began. 
The usually good sound system needed 
breaking in, I APOLOGIZED. Their set was 
. / 
Eye For A n Ear 
token of assurance that whatever is loaned 
"would be preserved *tnd protected, and 
returned in perfect condition. Want to* be a 
music mar shall? Read this paragraph and 
realize that this offer is most encouraging. 
With enough response this could be worked 
out satisfactorily. We should take it; with 
thanks going to the Music Department and" 
Prof. Nallin. I urge our interested readers to 
respond to this; many have already ex-
pressed support. Thanks', Jimmy. Do let^nieL 
knowwhat youtfiink, we-ean/ 
-wnrfefotr together __ 
"^cKer;office, and we 
N:j&q^»jtudien<es, -especially 
view concerts like roman circuses: 
Rock writers, rock photographers, and 
sometimes their friends often become 
overzeaious about their work. Glenn, Jonas 
and myself thus were alight with anxious 
anticipation as we marched into Bill 
noisy but 'arty.'Truly the best moments 
-came in the subdued passages-of-fcheir work; 
earthy talent and pi of ossitmaltMn inherent 
: in these musicians from .Muscle Shoals and 
Atlanta, and that night Duane and his band 
drove the point home to us. I hope that they 
are-were included in the television excerpt. 
Similar to the orgasm in "Downplay-the ; 
River," the band meshed togethfcmtdra 
. shattering thrust of music, to return :to a 
tranquil and rolling chorus. Note7Itot^the 
. Allmen have a new LP out on Atlantic which 
nust be as good. \ - . . 
Who do you want to hear about next? I've 
liked the music of Jim-Roger McGuinn and . 
the Byrds therein the last two weeks than in 
my entire musical life. We had watched 
their precision made country soul music two 
weeks befqre, when they again performed a 
slew of new material. We Wont talk about 
how McGuinn cbnirdls everjt&spect of the 
group's -performance and production-; he 
owns the name T3yrds' and hires and fires . 
musicians^twill. This is, not important- The 
Byrds playing lastnightwas asjgood a s rock 
music^ "as the marines are as good at their 
-thing'.-I'm sure even David Crosby would 
agree. McGuinn must ..have been quite . 
happy. He kept turning up his amplifier to 
make sure. _-. <•".'.•• : 
But the marines can kill and the Byrds 
precision music was perfect. They gave us 
an old Jimmy Reed, blues done up country, 
and was their harmony glorious! A new song 
with the lyric "Well Come Back Home" was 
musically moving, emotion, swelling, like 
the first time you heard the changes in "My 
Back Pages," even on AM! 
"Jesus Is Just Alright" had everybody up 
and dancing, ''The Fillmore don't allow no 
dancin!" McGuinn was clicking his heels." 
He was also honestly moved* He' told us 
"You're a beautiful audience tonight. Better 
man the usual audience. But you're 
probably the usual audience anyway." His 
band was more than just alright. Tonight 
solos were taken by the trumpet man whose 
style was closely akin to Miles.'. His lines 
came breathing in from somewhere in the 
lightshow, also bending from his thighs as 
does Miles. The band chorded mildly behind 
him affording me some solace from the 
^ walls of noise that came cascading down 
afterwards. Flock is a good band, you want 
^ to like; them^and perhaps' under better 
f o l l o w e d 
southern 
!:JFOcking rock. I 
only a four-chord 
progression backbeat. but Duane ALmar.s 
lead guitar was most professional. His lines 
were indescribably rhythmic and musical a:. 
the same time. He took long solos, close your 
eyes andit was Santana! There is a true and 
remember hearing 
they were more popular than Jesus. The 
closing song was the Queens College ap-
proved ' 'Eight Miles High." The rythm 
: section took off on this one, available on the 
new LP on Columbia titled "(Untitled)." 
Their solo, with Skip Battin on bass explored 
a wide range of syncopated rhythms for a 
long time. McGuinn came back with the 
famous twelve-string lead which at JOHNS' 
suggestion bore;roots in John Coltrane. Talk 
to him about that, or, ..toRoger"McGuinjK 
THE: BROTHERS OF T A U 
EPSiLON Pti 
W J S H TO 
An artist of delicate and vulnerable talent, Fillmore East, police retorted, not a single 
Van Morrison endures the pressures of the bug-cap was stolenf rom the lower east siae. 
evening. Photographed at least three times Pnotograp$ec£--vapprehensiveIy at the 
by Glenn Heffernan at the Fillmore East. Fillmore East by Glenn Heffernan. 
While Sha Na Na appeared on stage at the / 
CONGRATU1 
H~^EE?SE S I L Z I N S K Y 
& 
M ] C K E Y M E D W E D 
NEED A RIDE TO 
ATE 
BUFFALO, N.Y. ON 
OCT 21 or 22. will share expenses. 
• cal l" JGANI3 257-257C- • 
<. —;.-




A l l Inv i ted 
> 
8:30 pm 
, O e t l 6 , ' 7 0 
Tep lionise 
8£2 E 14 Street 
Brooklyn., N. Y. 
CB^tWOMI A v i < H a l ) 
Standard Co ffee Shop 
160 Edst 23rd St.-Te! AL 4-1060 
N O T I C E : 
Breakfast to 11 A.M. 
js, potatoes^ toast & cof fee .60c 
SERVICE ALL DAY 
College Special — 2 Hamburgers, French Fries, 
Pepsi ....:.:.........; _ 90c 
Veal Cutlet Special — 2 Vegetables, Bread 
Pepsi .....:...:.......:..,...,...$i^6 
Chop Sir loin, Vegetable, Bread, Pepsi / $1,25, 
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Hold on to your hats people. This "one will 
wash you, rinse you, wring you out and hang 
you up to dry. This moment is the time.when 
you may say that you * lived so long' or 
"your children should have it so good: 
While Walter Wang, Mathematics Depart-
ment, typed out his thesis outline on the 
third floor of the Student Center on October 
8, a few interesting things were happening. 
Morris Winokur, Dean of the Summer 
Session, returned for a day at the College, 
and attended the faculty reception for new 
teaching staff'. Dean Rosner indicated his 
fondness for -money, Robert Holmes in-
dicated his fondness for Donald Smith, and* 
the.facuity related to itself in the conference 
room on the ninth floor of the other building. • 
. -* - < * 
In the main building, formerly known as the 
Student Center, things were a bit more in-
formal. The Garden Club met again and 
filled the building with the readily in-
dentif iable odor of grass. As they were being 
critized for their open smoking policies, the 
Boosters continued their reception next 
cfoor, in the Oak Lounge. Strange though, 
that the Boosters had the cake instead of the 
Garden Club. 
Elsewhere, the most organized group on 
campus, Society of Koromantee,_ met to 
endorse Student Council candidates. While 
they did this, Miss Rotte presided over the 
casting for "A Taste of Honey" in 4 South. 
Commendable is the word for taste in 
clothing of the women speech teachers. 
On the staircase, a member of the faculty 
commented that the results of the BCCC 
faculty members would be quite surprising 
while another indicated that their was a tie 
. in the rep position from the. lowest faculty 
rank. 
In the backrooms and hidden corners, 
though, the low voices questioned the in-
tentions of Ted Hollander who has returned 
to the Baruch teaching staff from his 
position as' Vice-chancellor of the Univer-
sity. 
A group of students discovered the 
pleasures of eating hmch on the brownstone 
steps of East 22 Street. 
No one talked about President Nixon's 
speech. No one talked about the campaigns 
of political candidates. 
It appearedas though most students were at 
the point of completely digging each other's 
presence. This is the first step in creative 
problem solving; digging each other. 
Before you can work together, you must dig 
each other. Perhaps students are at this 
point now. Perhaps it is the time to organize 
and take an active part in the restructuring 
of the College. 
a ©• o 
~t 
Lfour Future 
Awaits tiufc Test 
• - A T B S B 
\ 
S I M ) ! ! DAI 
. j l i l i i ^ ; i;v.i 
© Preparaf lon ror resfs requl rec 
f o r admission t o pos i -graduafe 
schools 
• Six and fweive session courses 
• Small groups 
® Voluminous study ma ier la l fo r 
home s iudy p repared by ex-
perts in each f ie ld 
© Lessor, schedule ca r be Tai-
lored t o meet :ndiv:dua! "sees . 
-esso^s car. oe spreac over s 
per iod o f several months t o a 
year, or f o r ou t o f t own stu-
dents, a pe r iod of one week. 
• O p p o r t u n i t y f o r review o f past 
'lessons via t a p e ar the center. 
S T A N L E Y H . K A P L A N 
E D U C A T I O N A L . C E N T E R 
T U T O R t N O A N D G U I D A N C E S I N C E 1 9 3 8 
16"75 E a s t 1 6 t h S t r e e t 
B r o o k l y n , N .V . 1 1 2 2 9 
(212) 336-5300 
(516) 538-4555 
He cou!d beat any white man 
the world. 
He just couldn't beat ail of them. 
THE STOVE PIPE BOOT 
$28.95 
14" tali, fuiiy Hned, 
rubber beef, storm 
welt, straight 




And lots of rough-
rider western boots 
from$19.95. 
Add $1 for mail 





From the play and performances that won The Pulitzer 
Prize, The N e w York Critics Award and The Tony Award. 
20th Century-Fox Presents 
A Lawrence Turman-Martin Ritt Production. 
Hope 
- Starring James Earl Jones, Jane Alexander 
Cpfotfuced by Lawrence Turman. Directed by Martin Ritt 
Screenplay by Howard Sackler based on his play 
Produced-on me New York PAJUMSION* Color by 0£ LUXE* 
WORLD PRBtiBE SUNDAY OCT. Tl • 3 
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Some people say that the whole point of policy is where 
you get there. If you do that par t r ight, the conclusion 













you wind up. W e think the point is how 
suggests itself—you don't have to shout It 
- — ' - > * » . . 
-"- ' . - i . . ' ^ ' ^ T " to the Editor 
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"No, I am sorry. They should have 
a place to smoke," she said stonedily. 
Students seem to be into a number of bags 
lately, especially the nickel bag. There was 
so much pot being smoked in the Student 
Center on September 30 that even the most 
liberal of faculty members was worried that 
the administration would call the police in. 
On the fourth floor, a group of students 
asked a faculty member if an office could be 
—used for smoking. On the third floor, the 
smoke was so thick that a few contact highs 
were reported. On the second floor, an 
orientation class, was blowing grass and 
hash all over the Oak Lounge. While all this 
good stuff was going around, police officers 
from John Jay were buying texts in the 
bookstore on the first floor. 
Is it possible that they don't know how to 
smoke? One student passing the Oak Lounge 
remarked that creating a scene was really a 
down. He said that showing everyone that 
you smoked was ego tripping, not at all 
compatable with being stoned. A faculty 
member mentioned that it appeared as if the 
students were confusing the pleasure of 
smoking and the act of smoking. 
Last summer I told a student who was 
vacationing in this area, that I would submit 
a letter to THE TICKER. If this is run, I 
hope she sends me a copy of that issue. ^ 
I wonder how^many students and faculty 
members read where a reporter in Miami 
interviewed people to see if they would 
recognize the Declaration of Independence 
and how many would sign it. 
Out of 50 people, only one was willing to 
sign. Some people threatened, to turn the 
reporter in to the cops. Others called at 
"Commie junk.'" 
This reminds me of what Charles" AT 
Beard, the eminent American historian, 
wrote: 
need only reflect that one of the best 
ways to get yourself a reputation as a 
dangerous citizen these days is to go about 
repeating the very phrases^ which our 
founding fathers used in the great struggle 
for independence. 
Considering the experience of the reporter 
in-Miami, I have a better average than that 
when I have asked voters to sign the petition 
of the SOCIALIST LABOR PARTY so that 
SLP- candidates can qualify to be on the 
ballot. 
The slate of SOCIALIST LABOR PARTY 
candidates headed by subway dispatcher 
Stephen Emery for Governor of New York 
State, will be on the ballot in the November 
election. The emblem of the SLP is the ARM 
ANT>HAMMER. A copy of the platform and 
other free literature can be obtained by 
writ ing to the SLP-P.O.BOX 200-
BROOKLYN, N.Y. 11202. 
(SIGNED) NATHAN PRESSMAN 
i z Catherine St; EUenville, N.Y. 12428 
activities of the school and are of a business 
nature should be handled most efficiently. 
Par example! . •--• 
The public address system of an engineering 
school should function flawlessly, the food 
service at a school of Hotel and Restaurant 
Management should be excellent and the, 
elevator service at Baruch .should be 
speedy. 
Queing theory is a major topic in 
graduatemanagement courses and i s part of 
statistics. Since both areas are offered at 
Baruch, so would one or two of the students 
please step forward and solve the elevator 
di lemma? Or perhaps a m e m b e r of the 




Tuesday, October 6, 1970. T h e e l o c k just 
s truck t w e l v e ; another d a y b e g i n s ; 
everyone is sleeping; though I'd say a few 
words before I hit the sack. It's really-quiet, 
and a million thoughts go through m y mind. 
Girls, partly; school, somewhat; the family, 
ye s ; myself, mostly. Who a m I? What do I 
want ? Where am I going? What will 1 find? I 
think it was Socrates who said that before 
you can know others you must first know 
yourself. You must question and re-question 
your ideas, principles,beliefs, motives-, ac-
tions and minri, nnf with the* Kfr>a of reaching 
But the liberal faculty member convinced 
the adrninistrators"to "leave things be, 
hoping ttiatstxideuts~wduldre^dtze"that there 
is no r4SSs^'-«o^a0fe^^ 
The overtness of it must be stopped. If it 
continues it will reflect on the competence of 
t h e faculty in student life. They might lose 
their jobs. And you may rest assure that a 
bust will follow. Is your high worth more 
than the jobs of twelve people? 
Be stoned if you like; Buf ketp the place 
looking -and smelling clean. Note: This 
message applies to the auditorium and the 
bakxmy in tour north and the stage 
staircase, etc. 
Guess who's paying tu !Hor! 
V^l 
•; s * ^ rmah* be! 
The Registrar's Office had forwarded in-
formation regarding tuition charges for 
certain matriculated students 
dergraduate curriculum. 
in the 
Mr. Perie, of the Office, indicated that under 
the memorandum from the Board of Higher 
Education students^havtng morer thani 132 
credits in undergraduate work will pay a 
tuition chage (feed) of $18. 
There are numerous except ions and 
technicalitities covering various conditions. 
Mr. Perle said that billing will be carried out 
in the next few weeks. 
The intent of the resolution is to cut down on 
the number of credits taken by students on a 
tuition-free basis. Interpretation of te 
resolution rests on the following basic 
principles: 
a. An undergraduate resident student may 
take, tuition-free, upTto the number of 
credits required to complete the degree for 
which he is last registered plus four credits. 
He must pay tuition for credits taken beyond 
this number. 
b. "Credits taken" are defined as including 
the credit value of: 
(1) Courses passed; 
(2> Courses from \ b i c h a student with-
draws after the eighth week; 
(3) Courses for which he receives a grade 
designating ' incomplete"; 
(4) Courses completed at and transferred 
from another institution—or—session which 
are creditable towards the final choice 
degree; 
(5) Couses taken whi l e in non-
matriculated status and creditable towards 
the last degree, even though such courses 
were p£id for. On other words, a student 
may not take additional courses on a 
tutition-free basis if he has reached the 
number of credits required for the degree 
plus four credits.^ 
c. jSsciudeor ^ot counted within 'the tuition-
free allowable is the credit value of: 
','-) Courses for which an "F" grade is 
received; 
(2: Courses taken which are not creditable 
towards the student's last-choice degreejor 
which he paid tuition; 
(3 C Courses for which he receives ITgrade 
equivalent to "F". i.e„ failure for academic 
reasons (as d i s t inguished from other 
reasons such as non-attendance). 
d. The credit yalue of all courses taken on a 
tuition-free b a s i s at Gity Univers i ty , 
whether or not creditable towards the last-
choice degree, must be counted in order to 
de termine whe ther the .., tuition-free 
allowance has been exceeded. 
e. Rules for determining rate of fe are as 
follows: 
(1) Credits in excess of the tuition-free 
allowance should be charged for at $18 per 
credit in the senior colleges and $18 per 
contact hour in the community colleges. 
Tuition should be collected in the semester 
in which the tuition-free allowance is ex-
ceeded. 
(2) However, where the student has 
change his program and his tuition-free 
allowance is exceeded because it includes 
courses not creditable towards his degree 
(which were taken on a tuition-free basis) , 
the charge for the excess credits may be 
baxed upon the tution charge fornon-
matriculants at the time he enrolled in 
courses not creditable towards the degree. 
(3) Adherence to the fixed tuition-free 
allowable ad defined above does not mean 
that colleges need charge for split course 
c r e s t s when the allowable is reached. If, for 
example, a studenthas 130 credits and takes 
a 3-Credit course\ to complete his degree 
requirements, he should not be charged for 
the extra credit (if ^32 is his allowable). 
The fol lowing e x a m p l e s i l lus trate the 
(Member of the SOCIALIST LABOR 
PARTY) 
TEL: (914) 647-6696 
The boys at Baruch 
There are lots of different kinds of guys at 
Baruch. Tall ones, short x ones , fat and 
skinny. Some boys are friendly and -some 
are snobs. What w e do have is variety. What 
the eligible m a l e s and a description of each 
one. - - -• • 
Just think about it. girls. That's just what 
we need. Wouldn't it he great? You wouidzr : 
have to hassel with flirting with every guy 
you thought w a s cute and then found out was 
a real dud after 1G weeks of trying to get him 
to notice you. With" a list of every guy. you 
could easily find out all 'the important 
statistics on any one you fancy, i t would be 
quick, easy, and accurate. 
Of course, the research involved - in 
making up a catalogue like this would be 
extremely difficult (although exciting) for 
one girl to cover. But do not despair I III If 
every _gb*} in Baruch would hand into jthe 
TICKER a little summary of every guy from 
this school that she's ever gone out with, I'm 
sure that we could turn out a catalogue with 
a list of nearly all the guys at Baruch. 
So, come on girls. Start writing 111 
l i s t s , descr ip t ions , s u m m a r i e s , 
biographies should be handed into 
TICKER office. Come on girls, unite! 
Kim Shaw 
G reelings. 
I am sure most of you read 'ob-
servations'—"What Elevator Service Was 
That?" in TICKER last week. 
Since this is a business college, those 
situations which arise in the day-to-day 
All 
uie 
any answers but only more ques t ions /So it 
goes in life; people spend all their time 
seeking certainty where, none ex i s t s ; they 
look for answers that cannot exist , Just ice 
that nature does not allow; and instead 
come up with misconceptions to fill the gaps 
that exist in their being, to sort of g i v e their 
life meaning, to invent reasons so they c a n 
feel their life has not been fruitless. An 
e x a m p l e of s u c h males b e l i e v e a n d in 
opinion poss^ly~tn^ m o ^ vtctooy of a n 1 
belief that we live life for our almighty 
super-immortal being of a perfect nature-
God they call him. Such is z. bigger "cop-out 
than smoking'pot , to add meaning to a 
relatively absurd world. 
No. I have no god as such on my side, like 
others do; -but unlike others, on m y side I 
have myself, eager to learn, eager to go on 
questioning, self-confident, not to be con-
fused with conceit, scared and confused at 
times, most definitely, but .then that is 
where in life lies the challenge of existence. 
Trying to achieve tranquility on the one 
hand and excitement on the other, and 
knowing__ full __well_ that_„mv .. day-to-day 
existence has very little of either so much of 
the t ime. I speak with m y professors, my 
Rabbi, my friends, my brothers, and most-oi 
all my father, to help m e on my way , and in 
it all'. I'm really glad to be al ive . 
Inquiry 
Who took (lifted) the liberated stapler from 
the TICKER office? Please return it. Who 
took the scotch tape from the TICKER of-
fice? P lease return that also. 
principles stated above: 
::) Inclusion or xciusion of credit value of 
courses receiving various grades. 
Student A is taking a program leading to a 
degree in English literature. He^ p a s s e s 
courses with an aggregate credit value of 
126 credits. He receives an 4CF" in a 3-credit 
course and a grade signifying 'Incomplete^ 
for a 2-credit course. He withdraws from a 1-
credit course before the eighth week and 
withdraws from a 4-credit course after the 
eighth week. The credit value of these 
courses would be "counted" a s follows: 
Courses passed 
Course receiving "f" 
Course receiving "Incomplete" 
Student withdraws before 8th week 
Student withdraws after 8th week 
Total credits within the allowable... 
Total credits not counted towards the 
allowable... 
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SUMMERHOUSE 
B Y Plo Maori 
THE PICTURE 
OF BREAKING GREEN-WAVES 
STORMING TO REACH SHORE 
HUNG HUMBLY THERE " .' _ 
ATOP THE FIREPLACE 
WHILE THE LONELY SPECK— 
THE SURFER RIDES BRAVELY 
ON ITS BACK 
YOU N E V E R LOOKED INTO IT, 
NOT UNTIL SUMMERSET 
WHEN YOU SAT INSIDE THE HOUSE 
LOOKING BUT NOT SEEING 
THOSE THINGS AROUND YOU, 
LISTENING TO THE TICKING 
ON THE WALL TICK 
FOR HOPE OF AUTUMN 
I DON'T REMEMBER HIM 
IT'S B E E N MANY YEARS * 
SINCE H E CAME TO THIS PLACE. 
THEY SAY THAT IN TIMES OF YORE 
HE ALWAYS CAME WITH. VARIOUS GOLDS 
TO COVER TREES AND HUMAN'S SOIL 
HE BROUGHT GIFTS TO MANY FIELDS 
HE QUICKLY STUNG THE FLOWERS 
INTO LONG SLEEP PREPARING THEM 
FOR THEIR FRESH AWAKENING BY SPRING. 
R E ARE MANY LEGENDS ABOUT HTM 
AND HIS GENEROSITY TO MANY LANDS, 
AT EVERY JOURNEY'S E N D 
THE TIME SO PERSISTENT 
IN PASSING ON 
CARRIED YOU AWAY 
' .JV i , ' . . A» .-_• 
— • « : , - & - • - • * . ? > = ipz^Jzt*£i*Z 
i 
HE FINDS raWER AND FEWER PLACES OF ACCEPTANCE: 
IN OUR CEMENTED ISLAND 
HE IS HARSHLY REJECTED 
SOOTHING WARMTH IS SMOGGED OUT 
HIS GENTLE WIND IS CONTAMINATED 
TREES ARE TALL BUILDINGS 
NOT PERMITTING TO BE SWAYED 
ATTACHED TO CEMENT 
NOT BEING ABLE TO SHARE WITH THE SOIL. 
.*>£• 
///Ijr\\{\\if]ffy 
WE ARE SO PROUD OF CIVILIZATION 
YET W E SO EAGERLY ENDEAVOR 
TO ESCAPE IT TO PLACES 
WHERE AUTUMN'S TOUCH IS STILL ALLOWED. 
% 
W o o d s By T h e Expressway 
by Flc Maori 
Images flashed before eyes resting 
While the road, constipated with the _ii 
noises of angry engines 
exhausted horrible fumes 
into leaves and grass 
and such to^ quench revenge. 
The air f i l teredas it reached 
and hung overt t ie pond 
Abundant with ,life 
of only two lovers, primming feathers 
and paddling by, leaving wrinkles 
in the murky. 
The woods were dusked as he approached 
openly, this stranger-friend : 
with smile of age. He shared 
some passing time with us 
I listened to his story 
and then he heard mine. 
The magical hour blossomed 
in slow-motion, the ground it frowned 
with moisture as I sat on it 
^nd the sun, it was dulled by 
sheets of smoggy patches 
Yet we noticed only ' 
the presence of this stranger 
and not the impending jungle danger. 
He brought spme_peaje_tojhare. 
OTHER FACE 
by Barbara Pick 
Isolated, feathery clouds of fine texture, 
brilliant white, arranged in bands that 
spread like the meridians on a celestial 
globepver a part of the sky was observed at 
opposite-points of the horizon. A fine, whitish 
view, quite diffuse, gave a whitish ap-
pearance to tibe sky and exhibited tangled 
fibers. The veil produced halos around the 
sun and moon. The sun had a function of 
furnishing directly or indirectly, all of the 
energy supporting life on the earth, because 
all foods and fuels were derived ultimately 
from plants as the energy of sunlight. This 
information was read to the children....The 
sun and moon no longer could be seen. A 
stagnate covering encompassed the earth. 
Small hands began involuntarily reaching 
upward at the thought of actually feeling a 
cloud. 
The child's eyes gazed at the great 
emerald bird of paradise. It has a dense, 
erectile tuft of golden-orange plumes, about 
two feet long, arising under each wing, and 
the central tail feather w e r e modified into 
long wirelike bristles...Birds were extinct. 
The teacher pointed to a perennial plan* 
that h a d - a n upright woody mainstream 
which was usually the tallest of plants a 
maturity. The plaque stated one was an Em-
Tree with short, leafstalks, straight-veined 
?le or yellowish-
but soon he left, his eyes to s t a r e 
eeJered flowers which appeaxed before the „ 
leaves folded. Pecan grew on nearly all 
soils, so said the teacher, but for nut 
production, a sandy loam sofl with c lay 
subsoil had proven most satisfactory in the 
Southern States. The nuts l iad a round 
oblong-shape and varied in weight from 25 to 
100 to the pound; and it was consumed—A 
little red mouth watered at the thought of 
food. Trees and nuts were extinct. An arm 
rubbed against the . cement column and 
wondered if the trunk of a tree felt as hard or 
as strong. 
Enchanted by thefairyland of fantasy, tne 
children's attention were turned to an 
exhibition of what appeared as total 
blacknessTBrighl state of splendor hung-as 
if suspended in the 5Ky. Muviug watei & were 
seen around the earth's shores. Snow was 
upon the mountains and moors. 
The two groups^Tof children wearily 
shuffled out of the museum, into their world 
of existence. 
SUMMER'S FAREWELL TO BRING AUTUMN TRIBUTE: 
L—1 




•-••^Vf-c- • „ . - — 
-••••, a the Aegean Sea '-•-'••- -:-''• J.:
r
:" 
.-•'. :About TJiours from ._ 
Turkey Hes-asmall isle, -
"PBara> Marai of ttteTlslierman. 
You come upon the isle 
Quite-suddenly, and when the 
•- time comes to leave 
You are greatly saddened. 
Dark blue waters surround L; 
- we* isle \ v •/ 
And on a windy day 
:•;Thewater is filled with 
snowcaps 
Not many people live here 
No more than SOSE •"."'• ^ 
They're a proud race 
Once inhabiting Western Turkey 
But forced to leave 60 years ago 
.And find new soil. ""J-
At night when the 
warmth of day is gone 
The sky is black and cold 
'With trillons upon trillons 
of stars revealing their 
secrets to these fishermen 
Their life is, very slow 
No products exported 
Just gasoline is brought 
for the small electricity plant 
on the other side of town 
News comes only twice a week 
And the people live 
b y £iflt 
i-ihrust, might _.'.".•. 
and the towering, hovering waves, 
daytime's seas in the sun's -
magnificeMt~mist. 
alive, alive the might so " 
'' strong-- '•'_ ."*-"•-_:: •;"••'_ ..." • 
and die salt's smile burns your skin, 
me wind, o that almight power 
i wateb its force; engnif^our bodies. ~ 
stronger, alive and wild. •'•'-~''...:!--; 
no clocks tell the wind 
when and how to blow 
none do • •• V-
none do • . ^ " 
it wiH go On for; ever even when 
we all will leave this sand. 
• * . 
on the basic necessities of life 
They don't know what it._.-'.. 
means to have secondary wants 
And as a result are pure . 
in both body and mind 
And now as I look back 
I see the faces of my cousins 
Beaming a child's grin 
by Pnaaffc 
EARS SEASHELL ROARING 
WAVES WHITE CRESTE7> WITH HOPE 
SAND FOOTSTEPS IN TIME 
RUNNING OUT TO SEA . •;':*-'-•"-
SPAWNING BIRTH FROM OUJBLDEPTHS 
BRINGING LIFE^FROM DEATH ^r--
HOW YOUNG WE WERE THEN, 
COURTING EACH'OTHERS LIFE 
EVEN IN THE MIDST..~ 
THE BLEST WESTERN ISLES 
THE BEST JOURNEY WE COULD MAKE 
FOR OUR LAST MEETING-
INTROSPECTION No. 8 
•*-' by Laurie Kunt* 
And for once in-MY life '; 
I'm alone::.-., -._\„-...'.:"::." 
7 have realities to carry I 
V bach home _ L." 7 
. on pie way ":\l7.1\ 'S... .̂ -->:.. ;V:r=..-
the truth brings me down " 
So I five in MY dredsm ^ 
BUT life in breams "fy:-'-'•_ ^ " 
. ends ."_'.. "';_"'"''.; ';/•-]•:'' i ^ " /:l 
.- with a crash .':;-\ '-'.-.. \'V .;..;-j^' ;;' 
\ and YOU don't know JtoW it feels 
-• end YOU don*t know how it feels 
et ion J3To/9 
"'Vr—- t ^ 
by Laurie Kumtx 
thefr coastline slowly 
sunk away, swallowed 
by the blue waters 
modernization and capitalism 
slowly forcing its bastardly self 
into their lives. 
What now* Posidon? 
What now? 
Now that even your isle 
is threatened, by this plague? 
What" now? v 
" :y: '•• -r i50 TWT'^^Z'. 
as onceMponatime 
i walked the paths of glory; 
ending once more my Vfe 
ending once more my story 
moved upon another time 
i walked the paths T>f strife 
ending once more my story 
ending once more my life 
flow'thru never end = 
swing there and bach again 
i l l move and8way ~ 'V 
and flow that same way, 
^"T'^'Kgr ^To>« ^witt: 
'•&*£$&: «?teir*i-.< 
yesterday 
ond ^ V-.-v.:' -'.--...;'".: „^-~- /:•_• *• - :~v"'::-^ 
tomorrow is taking nte on another 
trip^~:... . " : • —.' .. " - '.._-_"_".-'• : ^ . . -•-.'-
I'm in a world where thing&.go-just m y way—-':', 
my. -_̂ f'" ."^ ..""•. ~ "• 
questions are answered so rnydoubts can not stay. 
I'm in a -world wherethings go fust my way— 
I • ' " ' • " ' • • • . - ' . - • • 
become higher every day^. _ ^^ 
and __ 
lam happy. ••••-" _ . ^ 
& t - \ . . . - \ ^ ;•• - : / . - - r - - - - • / ' • ' : : : . . ••. . . • • . : " i 
yes -" '-:..—•-.. . . . ...-. 
Fm in a world wh^re things go just my way. 
My World. > ~ 
My Daydream. 
I want to be like a tree, 
Not afraid to be alive and naturally me 
Ahle to be strong and yet flexible 
INTROSPECTION No. 11 
by Laurie Kant* 
Ob, thoughts, everjrfree moment 
visiting . 
m y ' • : • - • " - ' ' / ''_.[ 
, m i n d . ; . ; , . '.'.."•:""";.'" 
Some are sad, mc^t a r e beautiful, 
An bring changes. 
changes ...,. _ ,..;.:> .. 
I want to try my changes on 
I want to f ed tihem. .P 




Are visitors whom I entertain 
a * ~ " " " • " • - : " " . ' ' . . •••— 
^ ^ 1 ^ ^ * ? - ^ - * ^ * ^ 
V. • r':--*'-'"? ;:^ , V ^ : V ; - ; ' : L : ; ^ _. 
.^-.-»» 
-r-nr»arTaKaa MMMCSBliM r.r.*.^g--Z' 
^ ^ i*. 
I'-,' 
V 
F C 3 
The oresent is the Dasr <»vô  o« - -v~fQ -̂ *,o<;̂  — ̂  -̂̂ ~ 
ior some special friends. 
May you be blessed in your t ime of living (for now) 
is all we know 
I found him thru his poems 
and then thru his penetrating eyes. 
She conies a long way, woman -~-—^\ 
with her wisdom of simplicity. -̂ *»=̂ _-
It was difficult then to leap to action with gratitude " 
for growth and baby—steps he helped me take 
She is visible to people 
She is all of Yo to see^ 
And a friendship's birth 
I feared to nourish 
with funny-serious face 
and laughing eyes, 
I think of universal mother 
as she~ust5fc for one^scomfort 
with her understanding 
but I remember the smile that told me 
to smile and carry on and 
the "character" hat that^he wore 
for imagination r 
and the societal values he rejected ^ 
for integration.. 
She is unsophisticated nature^s-child 
The Chains of Freedom 
W e are l inked b y des igns 
myster ious bu t ev iden t 
W e are dependen t 
on each other 
A b l e to save each o ther 
By never m a k i n g LOVE 
just a word 
By m a k i n g love 




But she is not an image she's for true 
Her stubborn poet made me fight the indiffer 
made me see I cared. 
Her wonderful frailties 
gives her her humanity—for which 
She utters decent obsceneties. 
He is solemnly realistic: 
Yet sometimes I think i t ' s better to hope 
in darkness than accept the pessimism 
that may^bejenasked by the illusion of reality. 
with charm she makes a grotesque fish-face 
witfascharity she glides thru people's foolishness. 
Y e t e U i e r e a l t o o — h i s d r e a m s a r e c o z y -*/*-•**» 
h^~itfffieJBo|bj^:ata^t^ 
and appreciate much with a seeing heart awake. 
:ce 
;^i»-£ssaai Ji,' '-'gas ^ff&s * 3 ^ \ - ~ 
i - £K -A _ i _ J-:A.\ 
-*&3^~jZ&t7?S>z~i2 
' Hush little chile, you will be pretty 
Someone will hold you dose , someday 
The time of now is irrelevant to tomorrow 
What is lacking today will someday be you 
Someone will love you enough to :nak£ 
up for 
The times when you tried to find someone 
to explain 
Your needs msiy be many but;.™3 2B~''': 
supply thesn. 
With gratification necessarily 
Toys we can give you to si. are with your 
brothers, 
The dress on your back is for practical 
use,, ; ,•.._.'.._!"_ . 
If i t 's more that you're wanting weir, 
That 's just plain selfish 
by Larry Rogers 
A babe reborn 
A hea r f so new 
The transforming touch of love 
A cooling breeze 
The gently, flowing stream 
that eases the burdens 
Burning bright •-.?•••.-
That shining light of life •'&'* 
abiding, 
"'"•^eTS the**s's "^i^ist 
**• 
Couplets 
__ &2UU. i » W - » ^ 
vnce tnere ~*?cs c day 
I'd know 
Once there was a way 
-•sier. you CCTTZZ 
-s 
-r*er. yon carr.e'co oe 
rr.y 'Arifs 
Now 1 know the day 
is here 
Now I know the way 
is clear 
Once there was c day 
~zas come 
any way 
Once there was c way 
has come 
today 
Then you came into 
my life 
my wife " " 
Then you came to be 
So push for your desires, you can' t pick 
and choose. 
Hush, hushilittle child, for you will be 
prettyy 
Someone will hold you close someday 
The t ime of now is irrelevant to tomorrow 
What is lacking today will someday 
be yours. 
T I C K E R — O C T O B E R 12, 1970 
RAMON A. GONZALES TO 
my wife 
for life 
Now J know the day 
is here - ; -.. 
this way 
Now I know the way 
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Jtppenejf the'dpOK * . 
went into the store 
I found,a bore 
that wasrealty a whore' 
who dropped her jaw \~'~ 
wften s h e M W ' m y mow 
cause, she -knew my paw 
very well-— 




S I D E S H O W 
m&-
of spangled ducfcSand cravenite ' ' 
Displays of grisly wonders do 
cfcsport to your delight-
Speed freaks, hunger artists, and 
the first black General 
In the Confederate Army—his 
pappy was Robert E. Lee and 
His mammy was our own Aunt Jemimah! 
YouTI see false dawn, robot 
Virgins, and faithful wives swiving 
erstwhile best men, while in ^ 
The hagiography corner waxen images 
of craven saints, Philomena, 
Leonard onra spit, Christopher with 
no name, Mark in place, Adrian, 
Plus a plaster model of the monument 
to be carved on Mount Pisgab 
Of Franklin Pierce, .Warren Harding, 
Lyndon Johnson, and Spiro Dixon, 
Not to mention our famous kinestasis 
of First Ladies performing 
Acts of bestiality with the menagerie, 
stonefaced docks that square time, 
Trundle-beds with short sheets, midget 
singers, cunning little runts, 
Running watercress, tangy poon, 
One-eyed deuces, and wild Queens, 
Clamp-on tampons that glow in the park, 
Jcapok trains, porridge brains, 
a Drought WrainSv&isel planes, TV 
sets of the Id, O y ^ nans. 
And a genuine certified official copy 
of an auteentic guaranteed" 
FacsimOie of a document that proves 
W^f-^C^y^ PDfc>^osfve^; beyond the shadow of a-
'£Mm$<i£:- •;̂ -v^LiiH ,̂.i toat if we?d just unleash our 
J:-^-;/; - • •
 v Tii ii m i l • Til u unci 'In ii mskk' '•" 
•-$m^-:: g ^ t t ^ T h a i twins joined at the crotch 
m *WM®m buisVyseelhe 
of Inte 
ive oft wondered 
what i used to 
see in the places 
£'ve been . . . . . . ' 
but then 
when i think 
qf it i would 
have wondered then why 
im here 
HOW IS YOUR MIND? 
IT WASH n WEAR? 
NO, ITS WHERE? 
AND ITS WASHT? I X AlWf 
&0» 
In. the Ann Frank huis 
entered to the rooms 
that hid the marked livers 
of Nazi occupations; 
On maps—the Dtaspora-
the burning light 
and the dieing flame: 
faith in the heart 
of choosing believers; 
The Dove—Ann Frank; 
The Train Striking 
by UM 
the fear designs; 
the dehumanization, 
The premier night invasion 
of Ajmsterdam 
5y the Third Reich, A Sabre tree 
Alive in the garden 
where for one, Juden 
could not go 
for the Nnremburg Law... 
l a m one humbled visitor 
to a foreign place 25 years 





p*», - * * - • * * •» / ^ " 
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A r " ? 7 ? S —. d i . ' . a r v «•'-.• 
Lore Scalpfrey (lord emer i tus ) 
Fluff more, his counsellor 
.v^X'vn"-' ™"^,*",r,Qssnt£ti'r"3S. 
/^R\~= 
Sam Grit, a young A" a A 
'•a 
Su-Spezia Gorgia 
I Bond the bright .(known to never slee: 
Che Brotherhood: 
Ivfalefic, the baneful sorcerer , (adviscr_to . 
'Scalpfrey but secre t champion to I£egolos) 
lvfeg^lesl);The High Counsellor 
Lord SeCompoze 
Intrepid Lrord Flinch 
?>5eDummyT _ . 
C Advisory A'innies, In terpre ters , Llediators: 
The Droolers) 
—See footnotes a t end cf PI 
%,-,'« ution: r ieac u_se lowly (adaggic) 
:"Y o -
J rocucec zcr moss •unt o: oaranoia , 
'he Scene and Background ' Informat ion: 
The regression takes olace in the ^ a n d of Pur-Ficy , aooroximate ly 2t 
* • - - - - - . _ ' / ~ - . . . . . miles east cf the State of Pan i c , (we^-xnewn ior its repuiao.e a n c . . . ——, 
>.r:„ „ . , i t lets) and onlv a s tone 's throw from, the State of Pa in . 
---& 
XaXook, a principality o i P u r - F i d y is surrounded by unusua . a tmospnere 
character ized by ex t r eme Risibili ty which is ra re ly declared acceptable 
these days 
The-environs a re manifold wind^gyr ivers of running mach ines xnown 
exhaust lethal fumes. I-Iowever, no one takes heed, .thank goodness, aver t ing 
possible disaster by s imply ignoring i t : Once again, we h a v e evidenced the 
level of mental accudty displayed by the people of this land. 
3 u t of la te , turmoil due to v a s t uncer ta in t ies has led the leaders to t a k e 
ective cons s eve re ac t ion: they have abandoned non-directi e c sultat ions with 
foreigners in favors of. a m o r e indicative -form of forecast ; they h a v e 
p re sumed to purchase a Ouija B e a r d to predic t who the next successor 'the 
cha i r will be . 
Act 1, Scene i Act I, Sec 
Opening Scene:- CSvents and charac te r s a r e purely fictional. Any r e sem-
o.arce to rea . people is virtuous.y 2 c : • ly*nlr.(z7*'-~~ of course.) 
-j^orwa-^—^--==eg-mont^s-g=evious23r a—throsg-o-f— a^-igry^-ye~~sg—A^A^sekfens 
demanded an audience with the Lord of NaNeok. Though frowned upon by 
his advisors , the lord relented and faced a confrontation between himself 
and the inhabi tants . It was a t tha t t ime tha t t h e lord r e a s s u r e d them of the 
kingdom's prosperous future through collaboration. He also voiced his 
disapproval of the impending resolution to levi tate t axes . Groans ' forthcame 
from the audience and an undercurrent of friction fumed from s t ra ined 
efforts on both sides to keep peace en t e r r a m . - -
C. three months la ter , a note is acknowledged by the 3.I-I.15. (Brotherhood 
of Holesome Enl ightenment) confirming Lord Scal^frev 's , abdicat ion of 
power (to sit o r the throne) due to lack of holesome pant ic ioa t ic r on 'the oa r t 
of the ~B.B. (Bigger Brotherhood) . 
His -ordshl'D fzzrthsr informs the 3.H.IS. that he cheerful" 
obligations to keep NaNook beaz:Zif.iZ, weed-free, odcr-free and tax-free, 
The Brotherhood is in Council in the ISas tem P la in . A g rave decision is 
looming over the darkened minds of the m e m b e r s : a new lord for 
NaA'ook must be chosen I • 
3/Iegolos: We have been in the Council of the High^Cliamher for many hours 
now and nightfall approaches . Since w e a r e p re s sed for t ime and both 
s ides a r e still disputing, I have decided Malefic is to t ake over since h e 
has m u c h knowledge of the "c rys t a l ba l l . " 
Lord B a i l Who is this Malefic? * 
Megelos : He is in t imate advisor to your own lord Scalpfrey yoz: fool. 
Lord Baf : But I neve r h e a r d of h i m . 
Ivlegolos:..Nevertheless, he will m a k e a good lord . 
Sam. G r i t : I won' t h a v e h im) Young NaNookiens will over throw him-in a 
forthnight. And everyone knows he ' s smel ly . 
:§;mp^Ck.: H i s , .dgjggefe €>£ . o l f a c t o r y st iaxtula. t iorL.is i r r g l e y a s i t . Sax.p~ B a i . I o & 
r bel ieve w e must reach" a''d^eisfcte;5y agreeige^feve&^tScugh" 'litis i s e 1 - ^ 
,-/ci- r/O^* 
Brotherhood St&ie. 
o -=irr>'- T —f. 
•- —/^ , - * . - n y * /^ i—>'- •*> /^^~i- c ~ -""* — 
/ ' W C M . «/ ' w "*' C w_ 
- 7 * '*- -V/-"."1* ?" f 
ugger a n c oei'ier e rys : L;as'i _-"iir-
O T . ' O " * ' " " • V / ^ . ' ^ ^ C C *"**"' O ' ~ - " 7~ "*" .""7 ~" , ' ' --Ci ;~ ••" "f—. .-«-"-* eas ' tem plains 
le 3 r otherh: 
T- ^ ^ z \. -s 01 'me j-j~.rrscr~~ ->——? 
lews 
is n o . m y cnoice to ma_^e. _>^_y_successor is 1 
ro'inerhood wills. Advise Glit Dasher to pre 
'ihroushou^ A'^A'OCS-T. 
—1 i.. ^ '• • • •> ^ _ ^ 5 S — ~ . - ^ 
.--C'j _, scene 11 
- (Chamber in 'the Annex House) 
Lashe r : T'is all I need, ancther^rebellion to grapple with P: 
nyse_i. _ cannot oear 'io _e: -me "Dec"o_e jmo^- 'ine tn s to rm on the 3.1 
s ta te of affairs. I mus t devise a olan to have our- " ^ e n d ' o - d ISm 
^_ res tores peace ov3r MaMcok or we'll all perish 10 po; . 
inhabitants of shifting conditions. 
B a s h e r : 'Merely so, but I never know a n y n c r 
reliable. 
Fluff: Xo one knows f£r. Lashe r , not s ince "the c rys ta l ball ha s •perished 
a s s u m e 
m-m.onoxice _eve_ unaccep . ao . e 
:en. 
oosa-. _ S-ia_ 
.̂ s m.ac -Su-Soesia 
. l eave for AlafAcok tonight and 
! s 3" r^e'"" •<• 
~ - * • *=> _ — 
" M - - -
o •- — - - ~ — ; p .-*; - o 
the dungs - . * = > ' — _ -
/•.' c t >; 
o v/i'i-i mose sur_3-" "oung m_iaoi'ian'is: ~as "1 "D_ac O / " / ^ - ^ ^N 
Z-'Z. 25< 
.rjzn: jsesices, sne cannci oeccme a _orc, sne n-oesrr'i T/ear ^airtsr-
stockings.__as^all lords do. . 
z L u m m v : Yes that is t rue but s'^e has ''"_,° •~:pr*->/'- ~--^~ *-~-̂ _y -^^-g .-̂— -•-_ 
sceni'ty unparal le led by any lord in 'the land. I a m confident we can m a k e 
s n e coesn ' t w e a r gar'ier-stc igs. _mpcssLO.e ^ 
<: ^>onc.: '_'nere is a c.e'"imte moT'7emrs""'''-''"-'>'̂ 7.;:,""cis> sa 
o r i e i o**i "-̂ "e ^r^~?•. <~ rsrr-*!*r^gr.?***-* '--̂  ~op' -_-„—"'-"— -•'- ~̂ >o--*— ̂ * 
a s w e to e lect Su-Spezia. Perha^os she is not as n ? f - « ~^= —- -^ -^^ 
-".men: o n , 1̂  sne omy wore ganter-stockings. 
S m p e c k : Quite right, we should definitelv look m o r e clcs; ,(=" Tv- ' to ' ne m 
L e c o m p : Ban, Burnt Bronze i _t s m e h s of treacTherv 'to m e . 
l^Calefic :v Come now le t ' s get on with it. The t ime d r a w s nea r . I must come -;c 
a oecision before that c i r r r i r g shrew a r r i v e s and finds us out. Tfhc 
___ ag ree s with m e to promote Su-Spezia? 
- "_iz2C_i 1 î ri21 SJ23 ".̂ 3^1!* g g ^y - s 4 ^v?y ^gg 
— % r ' . . . 
_conspiracy. We mus t not let .those spies r evea l c; 
A "nCnte G u a r d : All r ight now boys, everybody l ine 
t rays and medicat ion. 
lecision 'ic Su-S: 
FOOTNGTSS: 
Su^pezia—female w a r d psychiat r is t 
Ff. Bond—assistant "Dsychiatrist (observin 
group) 
garter-stockings—^ants , which Su-Spezi 
doesn't wea r . 
•Big Brotherhood—-the afl ma le w a r d 
White Guards—attendants 
weaioons—medication 
F i o ^ a u r f 
L—4 .€ i .<-
r\ - u u. ! . • « . • » • 
^ i ? 
A N D M A Y B E SOMEDAY Y O U R N A M E ' D 
SAYING " J O H N N Y B. GOODE T O N I G H T ! 
BE IN L IGHTS 
" C H U C K B E R R Y 














MARK CITRIN'SPLA TFORMFOR BCCC 
a result of the student 
maa^fbundations were built to bring 
aoo?* effective changes in our college. As a 
leader in that strike I feel it is my utmost 
duty i o put all my efforts in the furtherance 
PRESIDENT 
LEON YANCEY PRESIDENT OF 
C O U N C I L ^ '•'•;"• J. 
••• Hellol My name i s Leon Yancey and I am 
-one. of the candidates for President , of 
Student Council a t the Bernard M. Baruch 
College: I a m a Lower Junior and have been 
quite active in the affairs of Baruch since I 
of these objectives. For the first time the began m y stay in t h e Spring of '69 
faculty of Baruch College have recognized My platform shaH consist of five planks: 
the heed to deal^with the student: body. The 
. baruch College eomm unity conference was 
s e t ^ jbr-just mat p u r p o s e . - . 
. My first proposal to that body will be an 
-' equal 1 cptewaitation of students and faculty 
on aft departmental committees to become 
e f f e ^ v e immediately. This will insure all 
students that the courses offered by each, 
department will be reviewed by their peers 
and if necessary altered to become more 
- meaningful. Another proposal will be a 
- permanent A, B, P , J Grading System to 
relieve a burden from the backs of students 
- and allow them to encounter each course 
~: with the idea that they will become a better 
educated person for it. This will also allow a 
student to take courses that before were 
feared because of the potential poor grade 
that m y b e received^ N 
Other proposals that I plan on making will 
b e : , . . . • • / " • - . - • - - " 
Payment of student leaders. «for services 
rendered. Hiring of Baruch students to 
teach.^ certain remedial aid courses to 
relievesonie of the part time faculty of their 
duties. To get all maintenance workers in 
the student center and the. main building on 
the City Budget in order to allocate more 
money to the student center for i t to remain 
open 24 hours a day. This will also benefit 
1> The satisfaetionof student needs, 
2) The utter destruction of the apathetic 
student at Baruch College. . J 
3) Working with students to bring ef-
fective change to Baruch. 
4) The inception of effective leadership 
in the Student Council; 
5) Working with faculty, students, and 
administration to bring awareness of the 
problems at Baruch "to the hierarchy of 
CUNY. ' . " " •-
This total program will be based on ef-
fective change,To make this work there will 
have to be total involvement by students in 
affairs that affect - students. I will not 
promise to make right all the wrongs that 
face students at this college. ._ 
To make this program effective there has*' 
to be a change of attitude by the students at 
Baruch College. To do away with apathy I 
will try to involve more and more students 
the actions taken by council. Time and -m 
time again you have heard students com-
plain that Student Council is not doing an 
effective job. This is due, in a large sense y to 
the a p a t h y or n o n - c o m m i t t m e n t s of 
students. IStudent Council, in the past, has 
been unable to move in a positive manner 
because it has never had a constituency that 
it could rely on. The student body will have 
these employees wtth extra pay and fringe ^ b e c o m e more involved1 with gie^actions 
b e n e ^ . A guaranteed 50̂  percent s S d ^ - ^ ^ J ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ , ? T ^ ^ " ^ oiT t h e General f a c u l t y ' ***V*****<&teMter t o t h e ^ e e d s trf 
Finally as an elected official, I w< 
represent the entire student body. As far as I 
am concerned, m y main job. i s to, carry out 
the consensus of opinion. As president I 
would do all in m y power to eliminate the 
red tape that bogeis down not only our 
school but our lives; 
TREASURER 
Platform of Larry Kushner Candidate for 
S.C. Treasurer 
What do you expect from the treasurer of 
-* your school ? The school treasurer should be 
a student of integrity, with experience in the 
field of accounting; a student with an in-
terest in his school, all part of a tradition 
established in the past i /hich has always 
hpen successfully followed. 
I have an interest in our school as 
illustrated by my membership in^six clubs 
and a desire to serve - m y school. I feel 
that I a m qualified to do the job of treasurer 
by reason of my membership. in the Ac-
counting Society, my work for the Ac-
counting Forum of which I am presently 
Associate Editor, my knowledge from 
courses taken as an accounting major, and 
my, past work experience in the field, 
As treasurer , I will head the fee's com-
mittee which has the final say on the ap-
propriation of the student activity mondy. 
As chairman of this c o m m i t t e e I hope to 
meet the new challenge of student govern-
ment due to art. 15, and the larger size of 
Baruch. Beside the fee's committee I hope 
to represent all the students on Student 
Council and to act a s your financial wat-
chdog on Council. 
My only promise is to do my best to watch 
your money, and represent the whole school 
-in the best -of m y abi l i ty .— 
nt would be raised from two . 
amy staid, 12th century 
sHTmnst set t h V t ^ e . W e t i v e m the 2Sttr 
century," oar naus ie^rock , show- tunesv 
bal fads , b l u e s , typify our g e n e r a t i o n . 
Shouldn't they set the tone for OUR 
graduat ion . Las t ly , a c o m m e n c e m e n t 
speaker. We are told from our first day what 
a fine reputation Baruch has; surely w e 
therefore merit a speaker wefi-known, 
pertinent, and important. 
I promise you a Commencement that^vill . 
long live in your" memory. 
To turn to the question of the "devil 
apathy" that seems to befall us all. To say it 
does not exist, or only to a small degree, 
would be a blind man's lie. However, need it 
thrive to the extent it now does? Herein l ies 
.a great challenge. I don't know if I can make 
even a dent in the apparent solid wall of 
apathy that surrounds us. Yet I stand r e a d y 
to work and'ready to give it a hell of a try. 
J E F F R E Y PARKER 
The following is a monetarily free political 
announcement, paid for by a few years of 
d i s i l lus ionment , despair and misun^ 
derstanding. 
All. people who are eligible to vote for, 
senior class president have been in Baruch . 
for three years, more or less, and do not 
need or .want a political- pitch. 
However, it looks like your stuck again. 
It should be fairly obvious that I am 
concerned and annoyed with the vibrations 
this school emits or I would not be asking for 
yaur vote. 
Now, I am not saying that I can make 
Baruch into a beautiful place, but I am 
willing to act as the deodorant to be sprayed 
on this armpit of mankind. I know this line 
stinky, hut so does Barujch as it now exists: 
npgttft&fefr to a l l 
College teachers who have com-
pJeted one year of service. A furtherance of 
community projects and affairs to involve 
the entire Baruch area. 
My doors will also be left open to all 
Baruch College students who have a n y . 
suggestions on the betterment of our School 
and the surrounding community. 
Mtv Citr in 
Rep of '71 
is also running for 
Platform for BCCC 
George Fisher 
There is no point at this time for me to 
give any specific proposals or "Election 
Promises / ' for the simple reason that no 
one knows .what the BCCC will be like, or 
what might be accomplished. I must admit 
that this is my major reason for choosing to 
'.run.: . . / ' . . . 
" I am afraid to let others make decisions 
for m e . I do not want people, who cannot 
stand by their convictions to influence 
policies which affect me. I am tired of let-
ting those people who reached decisions 
about c lass suspensions, but did not act on 
Final £ x a m s leaving the school in chaos, 
m e any 
| 5 . - - J t . _ 
f*-
you who already know me, I 
how I feel about the grading 
trjiitifHI, counseling services, availability of 
- ' " turning the Student Center 
for students, etc. , but in all 
cannojt promise any specific 
since I previously stated, detailed 
• oprflrtihg procedures for the BCCC h a v e not 
• « - • • — - • - t e d -
and as. President 2- will . m a k e this-organ 
Baief 4d the Heeds al studentfi * r^ _, 
To make Student Council effective there 
has to be effective leadership. Some of the 
people who are running for executive 
positions on Student Council, executive 
positions of Class Councils, and Reps of 
Class* s that I would most. heartily endorse. 
and work with for effective change are: 
Bruce Rosen, Executive Vice President of 
Council. James Hunt, President Class '74. Al 
Karo, President Class '71. Miss Diane 
Bitter, Rep Class of '72. Mark Citrin, Rep. 
Class '71. These people have the interest of 
the students on their minds and in their 
hearts a n d 1 think that they will do'an ef-
fective job in helping to implement effective 
change. v 
The aforementioned rules are those which 
will govern my tenure in office. I am 
committed to tojnaking Baruch College a 
good place to spend four years of college 
life. 
POWER THEN PEACE 
Ceon T. Y a n c e y 
PLATFORM: S T U D E N T COUNCIL 
PRESIDENT 
Jerry Rothman 
It is my belief that the best way to solve a 
problem would be to nave all parties con-
cerned sit down .to discussion with an open 
mind. As President, I would hope to work 
with the student body and the faculty in such 
a manner : . mat_ would be conducive to 
compromise. I would run student counth* 
meetings with an atmosphere that will 
hopefully generate new ideas. 
J would do my utmost to put-geaeraHY-
Disciplinary 
Committee 
Alan Emick—Candidate for Disciplinary 
Committee v . . 
f^tform;for,Discipl inary Committee 
of <jfreatea? Baruch College „: 
Ahem! No more disciDline in Baruch,' 
Some of the things I propose t* remedy 
this situation are: boat trips; a film festival"; 
concerts; community educational programs 
and skiingNmtings. All it. takes to make 
Baruch a beautiful place is a little student 
enthusiasm. 
JMost important of all, is that this is youi 
last chance—so vote—at least once, for m y 
opponent or myself. 
PAJX! -
Jeffrey M. Parker - _ 
>r Candidate for President 
Class of 1971 
College. 
(sick: 
Love, Alan \3Inick 
1971 
WINI MORRIS V . ? . OF"71 
As Senior Class Vice-President, I will work 
for seniors by initiating, assisting, and 
cooperating with members of our class tc 
effect your needs prior to, and during the 
transition, after graduation. I would like to 
help set up the machinery for an easy flow of 
transcripts needed by students planning to 
attend graduate school Cwhich usually gets 
It has been said that the Senior Class is ! S ? J ? * ? ! ? ^ a t B a r u c h ) - ?r for those 
immune to Student Council political raps. A p ? m f m t o t h e b u s i n e T
s s community. I would 
major reason for this is that the S e i m o r ^ h k e . 7
t o
K 1
s e e a special couneslor or advisor 
Class is supposed to be the most apathetic of ^ ? * i e 1° S p e c i f l c a U I w ° r k ^ ^ a n d h ^ P 
all. I wondered about these two statements &aduat™g seniors with advice concerning 
President of the Class of 1971 
Al Karo 
i ao not u s e to get deeply in7! 
tudent related activities of 
. Usually the people you have to: 
mto practices. However. I do 
not feel that the school itself should be te 
object of a strike. I feel that if the student 
oody supports an idea they should use 
themselves-4o obtain their ideas. In m y 
opinion, I feel that the only way to close this 
ichool would be through voluntary boycott. 
Any attempt to forcefully shut down mis 
school wouldmean that we are imposing our 
ideas on others. Exactly wh^t we are 
^fighting against. 
all. I o ere  a o t t ese t  state e ts 
when I decided to run for the office. 
A political rap ? I'm not sure I know how to 
do that, I've always tried to be a realist. My 
background in Student Council and Student 
Activities has taught m e what can or cannot 
be done. Having an afternoon concert in 
conjunction with a "Beer Blast ," with ut 
quesdon in my mind. How about a Saturday 
night concert? We've got the money, we've 
got the contacts, we've got the rkers 
Co plaints about a situation are fine, unless 
that's a s far as one goes . Let's try a few 
things; concerts, a boatride, a Prom-
weekend, etc.; we can only lose a little time 
and money, we stand to gain so much. Why 
can't the Senior Class, with m y assistance 
as your President, assume the leadership 
role it is cast into? If some people would 
listen to what they are saying (or want to 
s a y ) , and do just a small thing—we can't 
fail. Attending a concert oh a Saturday nighf 
may not sound like a major contribution. 
T i y it, s a what happens (bring some" 
friends, w e won't m i n d ) . . 
How about the most important happening 
of the Senior year—-Commenppmqit Last 
year's w a s a bomb, I don't want that to 
happen again. I've contacted some people 
and, so far this i s m y proposal. Com-
mencement will be an evening affair. There 
is a good chance of holding it in the Felt 
F o r u m . T h e seating capacity i s quite large, 
our multitude of questions and problems. 
We need such a liason person in the 
curricular guidance office or the placement 
Office who is sympathetic to our particular, 
"next steps." IF YOU VOTE FOR ME TO 
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'_.-.?" Of Class 14: 
Candidate for B.C1C.C 
- Maxme Glasser—President 73 
Don't you think that it's about time that 
elections in Baruch were taken seriously?1 
Baruch College now has the potential of 
having an effective Student Council, and I 
would like to be part of it. , 
. To make promises . that- I know a r e 
.outrageous would be a waste of time. We all 
know that changes have to b e made. I can 
-. only assure & e class of ?73 that Twill voice 
. the opimonsof the sophomore c lass , and try 
to promote changes as quickly and strongly 
a s possible. 
, I. have worked for Baruch students in m e -
past and I ana doing so at present. Last-
semester I was appointed Student Council's. 
- representative to the Speech Department. L 
am now advertising manager of Ticker, and " 
I am the student leader of two freshman 
orientation classes . I was on the Ad- Hoc 
registration committee during the first 
week of school. Since I am not affiliated with 
any club or organization, I will b e able to 
better represent the interests of the entire 
Class of 73. 
VICE PRESIDENT—Class of 1973 
DON WALKER • . . " 
The strikes last semester evidenced that 
even a smal l group of students could 
c o m m u n i c a t e their ideas to fe l low 
classmates , the faculty, the administration, 
the Board of Higher Education and the 
community. It w a s unfortunate that most of 
us, myself included, free-loaded during this 
To the Freshman Class of '74* 
A s a candidate for the position of B.C.C.C, 
it i s m y responsibility to urge youto g o t o the 
voting stands. It is up to yotl whether to elect 
the best-qualified Candida tefor this position 
of B.C.C.C, and any other position listed in 
the ballot. 
Let hie say that promises don't make a 
politidan or in this case , a candidate.'As a 
f r e s h m e n c a n d i d a t e , I ' m running for 
B.GX.C positron hot because of publicity, 
but to help m y fellow freshmen understand 
our policy and problems, r don't want to 
make promises because promises do not 
make a true candidate and because. I feel 
that if you make a promise and then you 
don't carry out what you promised, you're 
not capable to handle the responsibility for 
such a wonderful class , the c lass of *74. 
But I would like to do m y best for all o f you 
and for our college community. I would like 
you to study all your candidates a n d elect 
those who will dp the best job. And as a last 
thought, vote for m e and let m e do a wor-
thwhile job for you. \ 
.. ^ Barry Hoffman 
Class Kep of '73 
Jan W. YabWw-r-Class Rep of '73 
This t ime rf̂ cn running <not ta the toilet) 
for Class Rep of 1973.1 can't promise anyone 
a damn thing, such a s stereo phonographs in 
the Marble Lounge; "no more F grades; free 
parking; or unl&nited cuts for.everyone. I, 
as an individual, can only try for practical 
things the Student Council can do, not what 
God can do .The Student Council could never 
have the power to make the above'fairy tails 
c o m e hrue: Majori ty r u l e s , if one 
Representa t ive w a n t s to m a k e s o m e 
outrageous proposal, a i lajority of the 
Council must approve; ooe R e p cannot 
make his own rules. All that I intend to do is 
to stop some of the bull-crap, starting 
reasonable programs <as Draft Counseling 
by and for students or setting up a system of 
purchasing show or mo v i e tickets in groups 
cutting the charge in half) . Nobody inside 
Baruch can ge t the students things like 
stereo equipment (as the school can hardly 
afford to buy hew pencils)- or free parking 
(all the lots around;here are packed by 9 
a.in. "and can always eas i l y get $2.75 from 
some sucker—they don't need our business). 
Give reality a chance. 
, active role in Student Government 
<iae-
was m e correcting, with a complete 
revamping of an inadequate and -over-
crowded Speech Improvement cojorse. 
While working and dealing with JfeQow 
students, I feel I have the back^oundto run 
for Freshmen .Representative. Another 
advantage of having merepresent you j s m y 
weekly column in the ^4TICKER" (entitled 
FRESHMEN VIEWPOBiTS} Where'f^Wfll 
be able to report on what i s happening^h.ti>e 
Student Council and alSeuse i t a s a f a o l for 
accomplishing goalsT^ln conduBon, T\ 
believe that t will be able^to 
epresent your views wtth the t ime 
energy required. - f ^ •: ^ 
1974 
> T 
period. However, I have realized that there 
are obligations to be met for the furtherance 
of a healthy institution and and-1 have 
committed mysel f to the cause against 
student apathy. 
_, A soohomore cop-out this year can only 
increase the many undesirable pressures of 
higher learning within a CUNY institution; 
it can only decrease the many desirable 
experiences which are available to those 
who seek them out* . 
My ^awa¥»se^ i 8 t h e ^edSeo^ehanges at 
Baruentias b e e n increased my:participa*i©n 
as a student leader in both the Transfer and 
Freshman Orientation Programs. Recent 
discussions with other students have con-
firmed m y concern and resentrnent of:. l ̂  
the registration procedures 2) the lack of a 
university "atmosphere" because we have 
no campus 3) the grading system of Baruch 
vs. the grading revisions being affected in 
other universities 4) an overall faculty 
inadequacy and inability to effectively 
relate and communicate with students. I a r . 
presently working on a way to meet the 
above deficiencies, and my plans can be 
solidified with the support of the sophomore 
student body. 
Working experience in the Counseling and 
Testing Department acquainted m e with 
many . otherwise unknown facilities smc. 
services available to the students. Also, 
since m y employment in the Student Ac-
tivities office, I have learned that when 
l e g i t i m a t e p r o b l e m s or pro jec t s a r e 
presented, there are legitimate, accessible 
ways of getting necessary action. The red-
tape can. be eliminated where there is 
perseverance of a cause. 
I want to hold weekly rap sess ions with as 
many students as possible, so that the 
council members are kept up t o date on the 
student demands. As Vice-President of the 
'73 c lass , I hope tc get all the soph's tc 
"come together". Don't forget, the whole 
can only be equal to the sum of it 's parts! I 
It is>4|m£";we> must progressively move 
towards" modern and future goals and leave-
yesterdays^antiquated values in the past. T 
do not wish to'be a "molded structure" of 
the outdated laws established for Baruch 100 
years ago. When I first entered Baruch I 
realized that nothing was being done by the 
student council for the students. I, like you 
hoped-for a change. But I am still waiting for 
that change. Unless someone speaks for the -
student in council, we will and never will see 
that change come about. I am am asking 
you because I need and want your help in my 
election "so we, together, can bring about 
these changes. 
When I am elected student council 
representative for the class of 1973 I will 
propose the following issues to'the student 
council for their enactment and I will work 
to see that t h e s e proposals are attaied. ~ 
GENE KELLER. 
FOR FRESHMEN PRESIDENT 
Even while Nixon presses Congress for s 
bill to make F.B.I. Agents available foi 
"Campus Unrest." m a n y students have 
forgotten what happened at Kent State and 
Jackson State. While war rages in the 
Middle East, the beast still stalls the sale of 
jets, tu Democratic Israel. At the same. 
. : . . , ^s ._ . . 
o 
?o 
1) NO REQ&IRED departmental finals. 
Both the students and the instructor should 
c^ecide whether che class- would :ake uhe 
normally scheduled departments:: final. 
2: A"-fgrsdes should be A30LISH3D. A 
time, the beast still fights an unjust war in 
defense of a despatic Dictatorship in the Far 
East. While millions smoke weed, hundreds 
are rotting in jail for its possession. We the 
students, will not and cannot forget our 
brothers and sisters who fell from the 
bullets of the beast or rot in his jails. 
We must once again come together as one 
strong .voice and stand up to the beast (for 
like aH beasts . Nixon will crack under 
pressure) .The onp way to do thisis .tohave a 
activist-student leadership i a -leader, who 
does-Dot forget >. Pfeel that l e a n provide this: 
type of leadership and with ai i t t le help from 
you my friends, I will! 
Love § Peace 
OPEN-LBTTEIt ^ 
TO THE FRESHMEN <ZjJ& 
September 25, 1970 ' :, • 
Fellow Freshmen: C 
A Spiro Agnew I am not. As Vice 
President I plan to deal with an issue by 
putting m y foot into the problem and dealing 
with it positively instead o f talking about it 
and putting myself into m y mouth. " 
I offer no promises except the promise of 
hard work for our Freshmen Glass and for 
Baruch College. In conjunction with our 
elected President I "would work my hardest 
to make our class , d>e first of a new con-
ception in education, the best Freshmen 
class Baruch has ever had and the best 
Freshmen class in the City of New York. 
Thank you. " 
Sincerely, 
Kevin W. Mangan 
Class of '74—— ~ ~ 
Gene Keller 
Candidate for F r e s h m e n President 
e i ( _ : c U. :c rectace the traditional 
tn:s :s presents 
colleges. 
enactec 
3: STUDENTS should 'De'ALLOWED tc 
decide whether they would prefer tc accept 
an O (outstanding) ? , or J in their non major 
subjects rather than the traditionaI_rnarkmg 
system. 
4) A weekly "BULL SESSION" would be 
established during club hours which all 
students couid air their gripes and suggest 
iniprovments for the growth of Baruch. This 
would serve as Baruchs' students "VOCAL 
SUGGESTION 30X". 
5) ARRANGEMENTS to be made w th 
local park ingHots for SUBSTANTIAL 
student discounts. At present t h e minimum 
local parking fee is $15.00 per week. 
6) MASSIVE clean up by the voluntary 
participation of both faculty and students. 
7> REGULARLY SCHEDULED ROCK 
' concerts at Baruch on weekend evenings. 
8) Introduction of a student "TEACHER 
RATING SYSTEM". This would allow 
department heads to know of teacher 
inadequacy from die students' ^viewpoint. 
§) AN ADDITION of a ST^JtCa xinSf 
^TAPg-system in uueofthe- jounges m-vom 
student contor. A' RECORD LIBRA*? 
.. Went To 3e Your Voice J 
'by Kevin Howard Dubrow 
This article is a brief attempt to have ail 
freshmen readers take a look into one 
candidate's philosophies. It will be broken 
down into two main groups of thought: CD 
What the position I am running for entails 
and what I intend to do and (2) Why am I 
running and why do I feel I can handle the 
job of Freshmen Representative. 
The position I am running for is Fresh-
ment Representative, but the function of the 
freshmen rep is much harder t to define. 
From my investigations and questioning I 
arise at the conclusion that the Freshmen 
Representative votes on the Student Council 
and does what he feels necessary. I pledge if* 
elected that I will vote and initiate plans at 
Student Council meetings and to have a 
course-of actions for the rest of m y job. I will, 
act ive lyjof idt suggestion on which I will 
take immediate action if I am e lec ted It 
involves an act ive role of upper freshmen 
and upper classes, in helping new students 
adjust to Baruch College. I plan also te be 
open to help solve the multitudinous 
problems that freshmen will 
during their college days. I feel 
strongly that college should run-
a s possible and that all obstacles t o 1 
be solved. 
—My opMons-on voting and ^ 
off ice inter wind when a u s w e i i u g -
should-he available for all students.. 
10) UNLIMITED CUTS F&R SOPH-: 
MORES. Presently sophmores are denied 
this privilege. ^ 
These are tne first changes that I would 
introduce to student council for enactment. 
Please help m e in bringing" ahUittt • these 
changes so we cahjook for a progressive 
•future in Baruch. T^ank you, 
question! Why I am running. I f e e l t h a ^ t t ; 
order to work inside a social syste)n~ j n r 
must use every possible mean* to correct % 
To most tigs means voting on i ssues ana 
candidates'but in accordance with say, 
conviction^ i must take a step further which, 
is why I am running. I feel that althouah 
list of qualifications should be longer,:t 
be able to acp^rire experience and 
any slack in t imeless effort. l a l&gb'Schdol* 
EvandeT Childs in the Bronx, I pUy^a^si 
CANDIDATE FOR VICE-PRESIDENT' OF 
CLASS 74' 
Danielle Vilson 
My main purpose in running for diis position 
is involvement. I would like to contribute 
something to the class of 74' a n d to Bernard 
Baruch .Co|te^e ^by, i n y j | y u ^ _ ^ y ^ e j ^ j p ^ 
Education is the most wonderful form of 
advancement, hut it should be done in an 
enjoyable atmosphere. I think when things 
aren't running right, people should be able 
to say "Oh yeah, let's stop and do something 
tc change or better the situation." 
The leaders who represent the people 
should be bold and forceful. I think I have. 
these qualities in getting a point across but, 
with added additions. I have a certain 
friendliness you \*gll automatically observe. 
I care about people and an individual and 
nelping to give them a little p^ac^vof mind. 
I'm very helpful, I don't c laihrio know it all 
but I will find people who can assist you (I 
promise). Whatever knowledge or advice I 
can give to anyone I will be grateful to:: 
contribute. 
This is my platform, complete concern for 
the people. Vote for the right person. 
1971 
Dear Baruchians: 
As a member of the senior class I have 
deep interest in the attitudes, feelings and. 
needs of the school body. I wish to serve as a 
member of the Student Council and the 
Baruch CoHege Community Council. As a 
member of these two councils, I shall carry 
out the required duties with a iiqgb degree o f 
integrity. If you, the students, will grant m e 
the oppoiUutity to function a s your 
represetative, t o implement your needs,. I 
will do so with a sincere effort.' 
-m 
ilfti Ŷ TTOFfcY 
^*c 
?$&?•'*• 
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f l O C E R 
The TICKER editorial Endorsement Task 
Force convex <ed on Friday, October 9, 1970. 
The following endorsements are based on 
three criteria: platforms submitted to 
TICKER^ qualifications listed by can-
didates, and the personal knowledge (if 
applicable) of the candidates by the 
members of the Task F o r c e . -
The; Task Force endorses the following 
.candidates: 
Student Counci President-Leon Yancey. 
Mr. Yancey ,was selected on the 'basis of 
proven ability in the past and his excellent 
re lat ions with the facu l ty and ad-
ministration. Mr. Yancey has shown endless 
drive a n d determination which s e e m to be 
the most important qualifications fo- the 
position at this time. 
Student Council Vice-pres ident-Bruce 
Rosen. Mr. Rosen has proven to be a very 
efficient worker both in his previous ex-
perience on Council and in his' work for 
HiHel. Mr. Rosen has demonstrated endless 
committment to all jobs he connects himself 
with. '_ 
Treasurer-The Task Force has made no 
endorsement for this position as no can-
didate achieved a consensus of opinion. 
However, both candidates did receive the 
same amount of support. It w a s noted that 
tne port ion of Treasurer is a work-oriented 
position. -
BCCC-George .'.'...;..' . S t eve ' Hornberger, 
Alan Hymowitz, Marie Mirande. In .deciding 
on these endorsements, i t . w a s felt that 
demonstrated ability to both communicate 
and convince w a s required. However, it was 
based on the first hand knowledge of each 
dandidate by at least one member of the 
committee. It was felt that Mr. Champion 
and Mr. Elnick would provide accurate 
input on the Disciplinary Committee. 
The Task Force deliberated on the en-
dorsements for approximately two hours. 
Present were four TICKER executives and 
one member of the writing staff. A member 
of the Department of Student Personnel 
Serv ices w a s observ ing . 
H I L L E L 
October 7, 1970 
To Whom It May Concern: 
I enthusiastically endorse Kevin Howard 
Dubrow for Freshman Representative. In 
the short time I have known him, he has 
shown himself to be a bright, dedicated and 
lively person. He has good ideas and would 
be a credit to his c lass and school. My high 
opinion of Kevin is backed up by bis actions. 
In High School, he played an active role in 
student government and was one of the 
editors of the school newspaper. He was 
instrumental in correcting an inadequate 
s p e e c h i m p r o v e m e n t c o u r s e . A lready , 
Kevin is a weekly writer for Ticker. 





Morrison, an artist of delicate and 
vulnerable talent. Morrison, and his magic 
bank played their set but I was sure that it 
r was rushed,; for some reason. The timing 
was fdrced,~Van had lost his usual laid-back 
soft rocking for an uncomfortable exchange 
of a medley of what an outsider would 
consider his *hits.' But Van Morrison has no 
hits. Buddah Records has hits. Why was 
Van's music compressed and concentrated; 
why did every song have t o follow the other 
like on the.Merv Griffin Show? It sounded 
like his albums would on 45. It may have 
been due to time, to audience pressures, but 
is wasn't Van's fault-it was ours. Listen to 
Astral Weeks on "Astral Weeks" (Warners-
1768) and start ignoring Sha Na Na. And 
magnificanyly we will fold into the mystic. 
Elvin Bishop had previously played and 
brought up the house for the best reasons. 
"We come to the gig, we try to have a party" 
he said. His band played happy blues and it 
felt good. I'm glad he invited me. I had 
never seen Elvin before, and I always hated 
his singing. But after hearing the group, 
well, we're friends. Did you see the picture 
of him we ran last week? You can't help but 
liking him and his music. 
Albert King followed, played a beautiful 
inspired, set of his famous numbers and 
tonight he was born under a good sign. It 
was very late and we helped him do his 
"Blues~ Power." "Can you dig i t?" asked 
Albert. We all answered. All of us. Albert 
King was the last of seven acts and we were 
all soothed and comforted by him and his 
band. When it was over Bill brought him 
back for more, saying, "We've got a little bit 
of film left." Bili really didn't want to let on 
that he was moved by the magic evening, 
and King's music . 
, Tonight everybody felt good and lately 
that's become a rare thing at the Fil lmore. 
The hi-pressure of the neighborhood, the 
•audiences and the ushers ad really made 
enjoying a show there an ordeal. 
felt UMrt the candidates must be able to deal 
effectively with the faculty and not "over 
react" to them. The four named candidates 
all took part in the communications that 
lead to a successful conclusion of the strike 
last spring. 
O a s s c f 1971: . V, .> 
Pre?ident-Al Karo 
. ^ 
Miss F^eisloer nave 
kjt&^&OiL €6 'a. 
MJiieaafhi end. 'They have both been in-
voWe&pr CoUmge* politics for ;a number of 
terms.S ~"" ''"; ' -"•-'- -• - ••••'•• --• 
Representatives-Mark Citriny Christine 
DonneBo, Joanne Nabors. The criteria for 
these selections i s the outspokenness of each 
candidate. It was felt that the t ime for the 
Senior c lass to speak up is upon us . All three 
candidates have been active in College 
affairs. ; --' * 
Class of 1972: 
President-Venita Cookie Surges 
Vice^esadent-Allan Goldberg 
B^preseirtatiyes-Vernal,Fi^eoTick Hoston 
Three endorsements for 1972 were made 
on the basis of ability to do the required 
endless amount oj| work necessary. I t was 
pomted out that Miss Burgos has done a 
fantastic job a s Treasurer for as long as 
anyone remembers. 
Class of 1973: _ 
President-Maxine "Max" Glassner 
Vice-president-Don Walker 
Represantat ives -Nore H e a l y , Ronald 
Watford, Jan Yablow. 
It was felt that perhaps in this grouping of 
selections was found the highest con-
centration of ability to do the amount of 
work required. In making these .en-
f dorsements, the Task Force indicated that 
the leadership of the College in terms tc 
come will probably have its source in the 
group from 1973. 
; Class of 1974: 
President-All .three candidates showed 
equal qualifications: They are : James Hunt, 
; - Judy:^ .". •-' „ 
Keats, Gene Keller. 
ll-Botfl Danielle Vilson ~anT 
SIGMA ALPHA M U 
ENDORSEMENT FROM SIGMA ALPHA 
MU FOR KEVIN HOWARD DUBROW FOR 
FRESHMEN REPRESENTATIVE 1974 
To All Freshman: - -, _ ; ~j- _, v : h., _ i k>& 
Kevin Dubrow is affliated with Sigma 
Alpha Mu and has already m a d e m a n y : 
r friends. His pwinning personality^ cheery 
disposition" and above .all, willingness to 
serve are qualities hard to beat in a new 
freshman. ~In school just a few weeks age , 
Kevin is writing a column for the "Ticker" 
and running for Student Council. "WHAT 
MAKES KEVIN RUN?" Nothing unusual, 
just a good guy who wants to serve. He is the 
type who wants to participate—take part— 
be in the swing of things. His boundless 
energy will not allow him to sit back and let 
others do the work, h e must act. With all his 
potentials you would be foolish to let a lesser 
candidate represent you-. 
Remember thirty percent of. the vote is 
needed or all the power i s out of your hands 
and into that of the faculty. I believe a vote 
for Kevin Dubrow i s a vote for progress. 
Prior of Sigma Alpha Mu. 
Larry Krakower 
In Behalf of Sigma Alpha Mu. 
But as of that night, I'm quite glad to say , 
the pressure is oyer. We can all go back to 
Bill's Fil lmore anytime now... The bad 
aspects will still be there, but.now we can 
know that its the music that keeps us 
together. Get enough people into the idea of 
going for the music and musicians and less 
for the omer reasons^ and we'll %11 feel 
Jgetter. That's what happened..0us_mgHt and 
will happen again. The musicians must have 
Realized i^tpo; Thai's'what3&oger McGuinn 
Sftant by h is cci^ftrheht^abbye;. That> 'why * 
the musicians^memselves . led by Albert 
Kin and Elvi Bishop, gave us another 
half-hour blues jam. The kind of music that 
made you buy su er-session. Only better. 
because not only was it significant, but it 
was the musical expression of much good 
feeling and mutual gratitude. We didn't 
want to see or hear it end, but Bill said after 
the second jam encore, C'Z think the 
musicans gave you enough." 
FELLOWSHIP 
PROGRAM 
Mayor John V. Lindsay announced today 
the City is launching the third ye£r of its 
Urban Fellowship Program. 
With the cooperation of selected colleges 
and universities, the City will conduct a 
nation-wide competition to choose twenty 
exceptional students as Urban Fel lows for 
full-time internships in City government 
from September 1971 to June 1972. 
Applicat ion forms and in format iona l 
material have been sent to the: President of 
the University; Dean of the College; 
Director of the Urban Studies Program; 
Director, Fellowship and Scholarship Office 
and the President of the Student Govern-
ment. 
Urban fellows work directly with heads of 
New York City government agencies and 
with top Mayoral a s s i s t a n t s . Their 
a s s i g n m e n t s involve a d m i n i s t r a t i v e 
problem-sovling, research, policy planning, 
and related management areas. 
Fellows alsc take part in weekly seminars 
with top City officials and with local and 
national leaders in urban affairs and other 
relevant fields of interest. 
For the 1971-72 Urban F e l l o w s h i p 
Program .the City is greatly widending its 
campus coverage to include some. 400 
colleges and universitities across the nation. 
For a year's service in New York City, 
each Urban Fellow will receieve a stipend of 
$4,000 from the City, and an additional 
minimum of $500 from his school, plus ap-
propriate academic credit and waiver of 
tuition costs. \ 
The first group of Urban Fel lows com-
pleted its tour of duty~tiere in June 1970, 
and a second group has just begun i t s work. 
Fellows have carried out such diverse 
assignments . as Assistant to the Deputy 
Mayor, Assistant to the President of the 
Board of Education, - Assistant to the. 
Commissioner of Commerce and Industry, 
Assistant to' the First Deputy City" Ad-
ministrator, JHragram Planner Bureau of 
the Budget, Assistant t o the Chairman of the 
"Mayor's Urban Tatfsk Force, ^ban^-FeMoW' 
in Comprehensive He&tiif**Pfamufe^l3%l 
others of comparable responsibility and 
interest. - - -:. 
EAR ( f rom oaae 6'. 
Never again will I tell him how to run his 
band, just tell him to play. 
There are two things that were on my 
mind when the Byrds finished their set. 
One; thank'God that Jack Lescoulie wasn't 
involved in this one this t ime; and two; oh 
my God! Sha Na Na is on next! 
£££-,-. Stephen Washington p r e s e n t e d equa l 
r opacifications Representatives-Kevin 
'"LDubrx^Nelson Stimson, Eugene 
In making these endorsements, the 
t e e no ted that Mr. Dubrow, 
great promise. 
Ckmmnttee-Lehny Champion 
Emick TJMB determinations were 
—Sha Na Na la thoroughly useless , an in-
significant measley sham in a world of 
musical shams. Entertainment for people 
who want to escape. You can like such a 
group if you want to , but you probably went 
to Woodstock to look at the ladies. Bought t o 
you by the sincere and sensitive fellows at 
Buddah Records.. -
The people who laughed for Sha Na Na 
w e r e t h e people who laughed at Van 
He was right, I suppose. He gave us 
.something as well. The proof that we eouid 
return to his house for m u s i c and leaye 
feeling warm and satisfied for the first t ime 
in a long time. This was an East Coast taste 
of the history-nostalgia of the thousands of 
Dead-Airplane benefits at Bill's place in San 
Fran, and you know that the audience knew 
it and was appreciative for a change. Its 
nice tc be friends again. Now, if he'd only 
book Crosby, Stills, Nash, and Young and 
save m e AA 103 and 104, Saturday late show. 
We spoke briefly before about Queens 
College, QC has everything you need in a-
college, except National Guardsmen. They 
have great concerts. 
On October 30, their -CMC council, will 
present jazz guitarist Charlie Byrd. He has 
long been considered one of the finest jazz 
guitarists in the world. He is alsc a very 
accomplished classical guitarist, having 
toured with master Andres & govia and 
recording several records with him. Besic s 
jazz and classical music, he also includes i 
lot of popular music in his repetoire, it says 
here in the press release. In general, Charlie 
Byrd is a fine musician whose performance 
can be enjoyed by a wide variety of people 
^vrcn varying -in usicartastesr Trust" me. TIT 
be there. 
All you need to attend besides desire, is at 
least $2.00 for each ticket, and some sem-
blance of identification, college or otherwise 
to ease their paranoia about the younger 
generation: for my significance freaks, this 
concert will be recorded as Mr. Byrd's next 
album release. Seems you have to be a Byrd 
to m a k e a record there . 
••3sr-'-'-t 
- - , ! * • 
m&~ •^v-* 
While making coday's announcement,, the 
Mayor rioted "with pride that "although'-"'the 
Urban Fellowship Program is on ly a ,year 
old it already has at least one nationally 
'known alumnus. Shortly after completing 
his assignment as Assistant to the President 
of - the City's Board of Education, Urban 
Fellow Lreon 3otstein was named President 
of Franconia College in New Hampshire. At 
23 years of age , Mr. Botstein is the youngest 
college president in the United States. 
Several other outstanding Urban Fellows 
have accepted career positions of high 
responsibility and challenge in "agenciesi'df~~ 
the City government and in the Office of the 
Mayor while the majority have gone on to 
continue their education. 
The Urban Fellowship Program is ad-
ministered by the office of Deputy Mayor-
City Administrator Timothy W. CosteUo. 
Assistant City Administrator Sigmund G. 
Ginsburg developed the program and 
directs it. 
Mr. Ginsburg stated: 
CiOur program offers the outstanding 
university, student an extraordinary op-
portunity to go beyond protests and petitions 
to participate actively in helping solve 
-rrbar. problems. I know that some of our 
nation's best young people will again join us 
as collegues in the tough challenge, hard 
work, great p leasure and personal 
fulfillment that characterize New York City 
government." 
The compet i t ion is open to un-
dergraduates who will have completed their 
junior ypar hefore Soptombor 1071 and te all -
graduate students. Applications and in-
formational material have been sent to the 
presidents, deans, fellowship officers, urban 
studies directors and student government 
presidents of the participating universities. 
All applications must be in by January 31, 
1971 and the forty finalists will be in-
terviewed in New York City in mid-April. 
Mayor Lindsay will announce the names of 
the Urban Fellows at the end of April. 






The editors of Ticker have invited m e to 
explore^ the similarities -and -differences 
between labor negotiations and negotiations 
arising out, of campus unrest. One of the 
fascinating implications of this question, a 
question which is worthy of investigation, is 
that the editors think of both types of 
negotiations a s monolithic, i .e . capable of 
being characterized by a single, c o m -
prehensive description. This is s imply not! 
correct. While labor negotiations generally 
are related to the income and conditions of 
work of particular groups of workers,-they 
are differentiated by the differing power, 
relationship between the parties, the age of 
the relationship (which may lead to e m -
phasis on different issues) , the scope of the 
rights already won, the economic cond tion 
of the community, industry and firm, the 
physical conditions of work, the professional 
interests o f the employees, the history of 
bargaining and a host of other questions. 
Even then, some negotiations will go outside 
the scope of wages , hours and conditions of 
work. The automobile negotiations have 
often heard discussions of price policy, 
obl igations to the community and the like. 
T e a c h e r nego t ia t i ons often consider-
questions of pupil welfare or educational 
policy which broaden the customary areas 
of labor negotiations. . _ - _ 
In thev s a m e way, negotiations arising 
from dampus unrest will differ for a number 
of r e a s o n s . Unrest may be due to conditions 
external to the college; or to differences in 
the asocial composftion of the s tudehtbody; 
or to the changing heeds and interests of tlte 
student body; or to a change in the 
graduate—Hindergraduate mix . They m a y 
arise over rules concerning social behavior, 
or facilities, or the nature of the curriculum 
or the responsiveness of the faculty. They 
may arise over difference Detween students 
and faculty concerning th*» flimfi nf the 
college, for example social relevance y. 
scholarship in a" more abstract en-
vironment. They may arise from dif-
ferehces within the faculty. The issues, m a y 
stress governance as opposed to/eurricular 
questions. Again the causat ions-may be 
infinite. Indeed, despite the recurrence of 
certain problems on all campuses , it is clear 
that every col lege negotiation has b e e n 
•differentiated # « n o f c e t s by its-Town 
c o m m o n 
Garripus Unrest 
V 
unci Its Negotiated Setitemehi 
•by Maurice "Benny" Benewitx 
. Just as the consituency of campus groups 
is less stable than that of labor unions, so 
also is the leadership group. Trade union 
- l eaders who conduct negot ia t ions a r e 
- elected for definite periods of time. On the 
national level, they tend to remain in office 
for long peaods of years . Even oh the local 
l eve l where turnover is greater mere i s . a 
good deal of stability. When officers do 
change, business agents who do the actual 
bargaining in some unions may remain. 
Thus, the .-people, responsible for the 
agreement on the employee side are usually 
those who later help implemnt it and this 
makes meaningful bargaining possible. 
•-r^\ On campus this is much less true. The 
- persons presenting student demands may or 
may not b e elected. I f they are, the period 
Maurice Benewitz is the Ch^iiman 
Economics Department. He i s one of three 
faculty members on the Presidential Search 
Committee. During the unrest suffered by 
Baruch College in April and May 1970, 
Professor Benewitz served on the faculty 
negotiating team, and weathered many a 
late night speaking, to the students oc-
cupying the buildings. * . _ ; 
(Baruch on pass-fall grades) . Sometimes 
the trouble a r i s e s b e c a u s e the a d -
ministration undertakes the dealings and 
mere is greater autonomy between ad-
ministration.and faculty than exists on the 
management side of the industrial relations 
bargaining table. 
Another difference between the two 
negotiations which accounts for some of 
what is sa id above, but also arises from it, i s 
the difference in the kind of material at 
question. Once the existence of the union 
and its grievance and bargaining mar-
chinery is.established in early bargaining, 
the material on the table is likely to be ob-
jective, quantifiable and subject to a 
compromise of money rather than principle. 
It is true that questions of management 
authority, speed of work,-rest periods arise, 
but even these, to some extent, can be 
quantified and this i s obviously true of cost 
i tems such as wages and benefits. 
Campus unrest is n o t , s o easy. While 
student economic support or other quan-
titative issues may well arise, the dispute in 
which such matters are central are 
relatively few in number. What.is generally 
at stake i s : power—government rights, 
student participation; philpsopKy—de^ees 
of relevance, control of curriculum, RpTC; 
l i f e s t y l e s ; and other non-quantif iable 
matters of this sort. Of course, changes and 
accomodations a t e possible here,;but though 
the views on money m a y have some stability 
disputes a s in the labor sector. And w e have 
also seen persons whose experience i s 
outside the labor area move in from t ime to 
t ime and use their techniques,to achieve^ 
labor settlements "^ 
What the mediator-tries to do i s simple to 
state, hard to achieve, and even harder to 
deomonstrate in a fair representation of t h e 
subtiity, nuance, and emoooaal tone of t h e 
process. He must get the parties to believe 
in his neutrality and his ability to listen but ' 
: not betray secrets of either side to the other. 
He must understand what i s a t dispute well 
enou^i to infer from what? toe parties s a y 
they want or believe, the dh^ection in which 
they are willing to. move toward c o m -
promise if such possibility exists . H e must, 
know or discover toe relative skill and t h e 
relative power of the parties. And a s he does, 
this by listening to them talk to each ether at 
the table or to him in caucus, h e must, 
determme what i ssues are hard, what c a n 
be withdrawn, and where-the parties m-
terests overlap. He may be the only person 
who perceives all this. Then privy to both, h e 
attempts to get the parties to agree in that 
area where he knows a mutual compromise 
is possible. If it isn't, he must try to create it 
if that is possible. Open confrontat ion-
strikes, boycotts, use of force—may create 
this agreement if .he cannot* but at a price. 
You may well protest that in campus 
disputes this mediator does not exist.: 
Sometimes this is true and toe parties must 
do their own probing and exploring to get a' 
solution. This i s obviously possible. It 
happened on many campuses and it happens 
in most labor negotiations.-But-often a 
mediator i s present in fact if not nvaanieT 
One of the students or faculty who i s able to 
probe and has sufficient objectivity . t o 
detach himself from m e proceedings may 
perform the function. Sometimes, somebody 
in the community or administration acts a s 
a mediator. In any case, toe process is the 
over time, v iews on these philosophic s a m e ; either by reasoning or by a com-
matters do not, and- later generations of : parison of the relative power^available to 
•""SSTT*:*" ̂ ' 
" W e v e r j h e l e s s , t h e r e a r e 
c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s wi th in e a c h t y p e o 
negotiation and between them. Negotiations 
seek most importantly to change 'major 
rights and relationships between the parties 
a t the table and they often also seek to 
resolve particular problems - which have 
arisen over time. In college negotiations 
these m a y involve governance, curriculum, 
faculty acquisition and retention, discipline 
and so on as they relate to student rights to 
participate, m labor negotiations, wages , 
hours, and conditions of work are generally 
central to the negotiations. But the gover-
nance of the work place—the/ rights of 
employer and workers~uF work rules, 
discipline, etc . , and their application—often 
arise. This, of course, is very similar to 
campus problems. Also work negotiations 
o f t e n d e a l with day-to-day p r o b l e m s : 
placement of fans, lunch room costs, 
location, or quality. These have a close 
resemblance to many problems arising in 
campus disputes. 
The similarities^are thus real. I do not 
wish to stress them overly for there are 
several major dissimilarities so great that 
in m y opinion it is incorrect to consider 
c a m p u s and labor negot ia t ions as 
procedures of the same or similar orders. 
What are these differences? First, labor 
negotiations are conducted for stable social 
—groups within a relationship that both 
parties expect to maintain for a long while. 
By th i s I mean not only the organizations but 
also the membership. Thus, binding deals 
can be m a d e for people who will be present1 
Nfor a. sufficent period to carry them out. 
ar \M*2L 
^ _^ m of the electorate participating 
may be quite small. And in many campus 
situations—perhaps a majority in recent 
years—the n e g o t i a t o r s m a y be self-
appointed or ad hoc appointed so that the 
extent of their authority and ability to 
commit the student body is unclear. Fur-
thmore. the power of the student leaders to 
enforce an agreement is limited to a degree 
for the most part unknown in labor. 
This phenomenon is evidenced by the 
students do not feel themselves bound by the 
agreements of their predecessors. The 
faculty often feels itself to be the passengers 
on a kind of Flying Dutchman, trying--eyen 
in faculties where this effort is sincere—to 
round the cape of final agreement but never 
making it. Not jonly that—the. agreements 
get: rep*3diated~and back we all are at the 
. s t o r i n g J ine . , - » £ * - ; - - # • * - - — - ^ * - . ' ^ « f r - -
m e parties or the relative losses they suffer 
due to failure, an accommodation of the 
issues at interest must be found. This a c - . 
commodation must meet the needs of the 
students without so invading the rights of 
faculty that it wul repudiate it. Differing; 
groups in the student body must be ac-, 
commodated-and where fhe outside -cohvn 
munity bas an m|mwfc Mjn^ten&Mmr~ 
s • 
'The Ornbudsman could help set up a 
eontmuing mechanism to administer 
the agreements m a d e . " 
Thus in stability of results and ad-
ministration of the results and in the kind of 
facts on the likelihood of repudiation of material dealt with, campus negotiations 
agreements actually negotiated. While the - differ widely from those in the labor area.-
number of labor agreements fatting of Still since both types of bargaining involve 
i^tif icatioiihasbeenrismg,ai^centlEederal confrontation over division of rights bet-
study still found that the ^umber lo f -re jec t ween parties-bound to each other in an 
tions was about 15 per cent of agreements inescapable relationship (even if possibly 
surveyed. We have no evidence of what the distasteful to one or both), there is a good 
number of rejections is in campus deal which is s imilar. 
"What is generally a t s take is power, 
-student participation, philosophy and 
curr iculum." 
"What the mediator t r ies ' to do is 
simpleT He must get both part ies to 
believe in his neutral i ty ." 
^nlike~ the great ^majority; o r ^work 
which despite mobility, entry, departure by 
death and retirement tend to remain stable 
student populations are meant to turn ovc 
in a relatively short period of time. Nor i 
student bodies (as do unions) have thex 
h e t e r o g e n e o u s a g e distr ibuttons which 
impart a memory of toe past and perhaps a 
moderating influence. There i s , therefore, in \ 
negotiations on campus a terrible sense of 
impermance which exists only to a much 
lesser degree in labor negotiations. 
negotiations, but such impressions as can be" 
iewj jKmftcejL ' 
negotiations here at Baruch) support the 
conclusion that the percentage is con-
siderably higher. An interesting difference 
which helps account for this is that the 
faculty i s more likely to repudiate its 
m. resentatives or those who spoke for the 
college than are managements in labor 
negotiations. Very often negotiators, under 
stress, have been m o r e pliable than the 
faculty (see Cornell, Hunter, C.C.N.Y.) 
Sometimes the negotiators proved firmer 
acceptable way if thecoHege community i s 
to survive. Almost exactly; the same 
problems must be resolved in labor 
negotiations. -
Some sort of agreement does result. If out 
of it, strong student organization and 
leadership comes into being, the constant 
administration of the agreement and its 
good faith implementation may build a 
greater stability and historic continuity than 
the structure of the college community 
would predict. The Baruch College Com-
munity Conference is charged with selecting 
an Ombudsman who is meant to investigage 
and suggest (not impose) solutions to ap-
propr ia te admin i s t ra t ive facu l ty , and 
student bodies. This office may ,-overrtime, 
develop into one analogous to toe Arbitrator 
or Impartial Chairman. However, a s I have 
said, h e would not have the power as the 
Arbitrator does, to impose a solution once h e 
has decided what it should be. The Om-
budsman could help set up a continuing 
mechanism to administer the agreement 
made. The BCCC should help to negotiate in 
new areas before a confrontation. In this 
way, the resemblance to labor bargaining 
with its day-to-day contract administration 
and its own search for an e scape from crisis 
Kargaimng wmld he emphasfrfd 
In my earlier statement that campus and ' The factor which most differentiates labor 
1 LIIMit in^i><|ii>innn OFc slffweat in kind, fi-oin campus negotiations is the tangible^ 
therefore, I could not mean mat they are nature of toe union objectives in labor 
non-comparable. In fact, what is similar i s disputes. TJesputetoejahifting nature off.. 
the methodology of finding agreement. In i s sues .%£ campus difficulties and of the|_ 
recent years , organizations which have organizations and tedders involved; the 
specialized in labor dispute settlement have techniques of seeking agreement -are very;: 
offered their services and. staff to aid in, similar in t h e two areas. If w e can, on 
finding settlement of community disputes 
including, those arising out of campus 
jnrest. Those serv ices have often been 
accepted and.have had some of the same; 
s u c c e s s ahd-or fa i lure , in c o m m u n i t y -for the future. 
campus,/achieve a s much effectiveness in; 
orderly administration of agreements onee| 
achieved, a s i s true in the industrial 
r e l a t i o h ^ r e a , that wffi be a bopefulportflpt i.-
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(WHERE IS THV P f < ^ i i f f i ? ? ? ? i W a Ham ̂ fV»f !l>X 
of o * ef ioice. feo't ttr won-
derful in a democracy you c a n work for -
anyone you want at any age , but your right 
to votecoai^-afcHHie^ 
awmleschool just n a t u ^ l y gets to you and 575 Madason Avenue («^M30> 
everyone - ^ the s c h o o l (especially over-: 55* &m ^ ( T O W S R f 
mMPted freshmen) is in mutually jjrayer for 
s o m e t m i e o f f W e f l , we i i a v e g r t from Oc-
tober 21 to Tuesday, November S off. The 
offrcial reason i s Jh^MMp^ff^^^ 
recess In other words, aH^rf a s able-college 
students are supposed to^actr^y^work f o r _ Buckley E»r Senator 
Ottinger For Senator 
457 Madison Ave (472-1000) 
244Ma<fisonAve {325=5H77>: 
Rockefeller For: Governor 
575 Madison Ave (486-91Q0> 
Goldberg for Governor 
667 Fifth A v e (935-9150) 
• - & • < • : 
iu- --r-* ••• CL; 
(^MTy Paul Adams yon just d o n t h a v e 
a l isted headquarters) .-xJ~-\^ ^ :--^V 
On a locaT level just consult your 
directory assistance. The only way 
actively campaign, would be if 
McCarthy decide t o j t t ; i n ^ J * e ^ ^ S i ^ : 
Maybe someday w h e n T a m g | v r ^ -^—*—*^ 
to vote, I^wiD feel d&fferen^y 
better candidates would help) . 
^ . ^ 5 ^ ^ - . ^ " - - . ^".-•:' ^ ' - — I'decided^wb^wgett^wOTJuBj 
—? w i n now tell the politically Active miijg i t ^ a g t e a l l y ^ ^ l a b ^ l & l i ^ c 
students who doesn^t know where to go to recommend tobr ig lr ten up a n y vac* 
he f ip th^cahdE^eof his choice where to go The rest wffl also © v e m e a chancy to 
-Tnis^sdFviee wffl probably h e l p o n l y v e r y up; siB&QQ» 
Mr. IH'BROW 
fe*t •Hwagb; -as ^feefeti iat r jrota R e m e m b e r H janypnjtr^ 
, - T : - ^ 
••'•~y**r -.J-J" —.^.TiJi,: • ..= -.?..!*--
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polls i n ^ d a s s e s ^ a ^ Jp^abj te^ f e l l o w f re so i t i en J^&aVe^ 
sbidem^, m ^ students hav« their tim^ 
already spent o n other p u r ^ to write about i t . I f y o u want your 
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DRAFT (From page 5) 
avowed purpose of the E6ttery'/i;e:,-fd--d31ow:' 
young men to expose themselves" to the draft 
for one year early in their lives. 
.. In ..'.addition', w e believe he Selective 
Service System's interpretation of the law is 
wrong. We are led to this conclusion for the 
following reasons. (1) The 1967 Act provides 
that a••• student must request the II-S 
d e f e r m e n t under p r o c e d u r e s to be 
established by the President. (2) The 
President has provided in the Regulations 
that the II-S deferment cannot be granted 
for a period longer than one year at a time 
(32C.F.R. S1622.21 (a) ) . (3) Thereafter, the 
student's classification must be "reopened" 
and the student must be classified "anew" 
(32 C J . R . S1622.21 (b) ) . (4) The 
President's Regulations further provide 
that after a classification is * 'reopened" the 
student must be classified "as if he had 
never before been classified" (32 C.F.R. 
S i e s . i n ^ T J j e r e is no doubt but that a 
student w ^ h a s ^ e v e r before been classified 
must request the\^-S deferment each year 
regardless of his prior classification. If he 
has not requested the deferment, he should 
not be in class II-S. 
-^ Most local boards are probably not 
familiar with this position and will continue 
> to follow their old practice. A student who is 
placed in Class II-S who does not wish to be 
so classified should consider, writing to his 
board. The letter might explain that h e does 
; not want the II-S deferment, that he has not 
: requested it, and that, in fact, the law does 
not allow It. 
-'• Since no court has yet ruled on this par-
t icular issue there i s no authoritative 
deermination of its correctness. We will first 
seek to convince the Selective Service .,_ 
System to alter its present policy. Should w e 
fail, we will seek to have the issue resolved 
in court through cf class actionJ)roiight on 
behalf of all students, w e will report the 
results of our efforts in a future column. 
OPEN (.From gape 9) 
Thefe^s a '""maSî wita a " "^ V-. 
gun .over there 
And he says that I 
' got be beware" 
"Battle lines__being drawn 
Nobody's right if everybody's 
wrong 
Young people speaking their 
minds 
Getting so much resistence 
from behind" " 
"...I think it's time we stopped children, 




lr wonder if it could possibly be a time of 
renewal. A time of maturity? The tree of 
knowledge will tell. Maybe. 
Could it be mat.we're about to begin a new 
adventure or reach the climax of a rather 
old one. And do you wonder what I'm talking 
of. Have you heard of Baruch ? That house of 
misery on Lexington and 23rd. On 24th, On 
Park Avenue South. In Stuyvesant High. On 
a low... .Baruch... .Blessed art thgu who have 
the common sense to never have been here. 
May you prosper and flourish amidst the 
c r a t e r s of t h e Sea of 
Tranquility....Tranquility in _ Baruch....in 
New York....on a planet inhabited by p-e-o-
p-l-e. The tree of knowledge will rustle in the 
winds of laughter and bow to the constant 
breeze of, of whatever the constant breeze 
may be. 
How did you manage to get here? IVe 
heard that radicalism clears the mind, but 
f yours must have been razed. Because if 
L you're looking for a revelation just stand in 
4«r- i^ 
• - • • ^ ~ V ^ 
line. At Baruch the only revolution is 33 1-3 
per minute and hour and day and week and 
month and year and o h — you'll find 
yourself so dizzy you won't want revolution. 
Just a nice seat on an air-conditioned " F " 
train in the midst of—January. As the tree 
of knowledge sleeps awaiting warming, 
stimulating, absolutely scintilating spring. 
In New York? At Baruch! -
WouH|,you l ike to plant your roots in a 
coiftnlffiiity^ate^^^ t b e _ 
weedkiller. D o y o o long l o r an arbor o?" 
joyful friendship in knowledge of learning 
that the sol! in this part of town i s n t exactly 
fertile. So you add a little bit of personality 
ijere and there and the wind goes whistling 
through the branches of the tree scattering 
it impersonally about.: 
Sometimes you wonder how you can make 
the world spin a little better only to discover 
that the axis is so far tilted that you're back 
in the grove—331-3-going nowhere? -Why go 
zjowhere if you really have got that special 
spark of life within you. A spark that might 
need a dash of kindling and cover to burst 
into a wonderful f lame. A flame of ideas *»>af 
JhraEsdimensionally become actions. That, 
that stimulate and nourish the slightly bent 
but hopeful tree of knowledge. There once 
was a pious, learned man, very long ago, 
who decided that knowledge is. the key to life 
and one's~self and those around. It seems his 
Ldea-^aught on, a little bit...but a little bit 
counts an awful lot. So while everyone was 
stuclt in their grove spinning -round, going 
nowhere, the see^s and seedlings and 
sapplings lived on. Live on. And on goes the 
tree of knowledge. On through the many 
autumns towards the death of winters 
awaiting the life of springs. Only lasting by 






LIBERTY OR EQUALITY 
The great rallying cry of the French 
Revolut ion w a s , "Liberty, E q u a l i t y , 
Fraternity." Today, the same shouts can be 
heard on campuses, at some demon-
strations, or from the mouths of some 
politicians. The cry is for complete freedom 
and complete equality. 
Of course, the terms "complete freedom" 
and "complete equality" are meaningless. 
Only among the most primitive of societies 
can there be either complete .-equality or 
complete freedom. That, is because the 
economic, and social framework of any 
modern nation is such that freedom and 
equality must necessarily be curbed or 
control led—thus insuring the lack of 
completeness. For example, if an individual 
had complete freedom, then he would be 
able to go and kill whom ever he wished. It is 
rather obvious that a country which granted, 
complete freedom to its individuals will not 
long exist. On the other hand, the people of a 
completely equal nation would all have to 
perform the same jobs, make the exact 
amount of income as everyone else , etc. Of 
course, even then there wouldn't be com-
plete equality because no two people will, 
for example, be tilling the same soil. It is 
highly doubtful that such a country will last 
long. 
In the above examples, I went to absured 
extremes. There have been modern nations . 
which have, ostensibly, tried to come as 
close as possible to either complete freedom 
or complete equality. The Soviet Union is 
the nation that supposedly has almost 
&mpleteeqaalitsu That i s a complete farce, 
ft thV Soviet fanner equal to a member-of 
the Politburo? Can a man who has been 
forced to perform a particular function for 
the rest of his life even be considered the 
equal of the man who forces him? If so, then 
the farmer should be able to tell Kosygen to 
go till the soil. The story is the same between 
two non-poi i t icai " m e m b e r s of t h e 
^proletariat." The only similarity between-a 
machinist and a nuclear physicist in the S.U. 
is that neither has much freedom. 
The nation that glorified freedom was , 
surpr i se , Nazi Germany. Th i s w a s 
especially true economically. F irms were 
allowed to get as big as thev wanted. The 
m o n o p o l i e s — " K r u p p , " "I.G. Farbin"—-
ruled. But the people did not have the 
freedom to vote against Hitler. Jews didn't 
have any freedom. Of course, this lack of 
freedom can be attributed to the lack oi 
equality that the Nazis frowned upon. By the 
sametokeh-the disequaHty in the U.S.SJL 
can be attributed to a lack of freedom to 
most of the population. In extreme cases, 
the boundary between equality and freedom 
is a matter of twiddledeedee-
twiddledeedum. 
It is in the extensive middleground bet-
ween the extremes that the boundary is 
sharp. The United States is in that mid-
dleground and the question is whether we 
should strive for more equality or more 
freedom. In this middle-ground an increase 
in one cannot be achieved without a 
decrease in the other. If the United States 
strives toward more equality, it would have 
to infringe more than it already has on in-
dividual freedom. On the other hand, if the 
government is to i n c r e a s e individual 
Knowing that cries of complete, or even 
more, equality are lost on the people of this 
country who have genera l ly favored 
freedom, those who do cry for more equality 
use other phrases to hide their demand for 
more equality. Perhaps the most oft used 
phrase has been, "The country needs a re-
organization of priorities." The phrase, of 
course , means nothing. 
John Gardner is a champion of this 
ridiculous epithet. In advertisements, he i s 
pictured_with a tough, determined face but v 
with an almost pleading look in his eyes . His 
sleeves are rolled up, the knot in his t ie i s 
pulled down below the topbutton of his shirt. 
The top button is open. The ad contains the 
famous prophecy that unless this country: 
reorganizes its priorities, it will disin-
tegrate. •< 
Actually, what this ad i s saying i s t h a f i 
unless this country does what Gardner and;-' 
his ilk want the country to do, it would just-
be destroyed. The message is quite clear. If 
you don't vote for Gardner or whomever^ 
happens to be running for office and he-
agreed with Gardner then- you are ringing 
the death-knell of this country. '"• 
Of course, the whole advertisement is^" 
ridiculous. 'When Gardner, and the others, -
scream that w e should meet our problems 
by reorganizing our priorities, does he mean 
that we shouldn't spend-.any money for"c 
defense? I cannot doubt that even Gardner 
would feel that such a move would lead to 
the destruction of the country faster than 
anything else would. Do these screamers 
want the country to cut back on certain 
programs—«uch as the « "" 
spend moire money on" _ 
welfare, job training, ete; 
I believe that this is the crux of" the 
-natter. I wouldn't argue on whether or not 
welfare and job training require more funds 
and space requires less. However, the point 
is simply this. These screamers demand 
that the space program be cut back to pay 
for welfare programs. This presumes that 
not enough money is spent on these welfare-
programs. This is a bare-faced lie. Far more 
than enough money has been spent on these 
we l fare programs . The reason these 
programs have not worked—aside from the 
fact that certain people (e.g. Lindsay, 
RvC kefefler) cannot run governments and 
are mefficneiit m running these programs is 
that at the heart of these welfare programs: 
is the false, and dangerous, promise of 
complete equality. 
Israel Harkavy 
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Special For This Week 
Pastrami Club Hero 
S 1 
THE PSYCH SOCIETY 
Invites Interested Students 
to meet the 
Free Coca Cola W i t h 
with this ad 
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FRIDAY EVENINGS 8:30 PM 
Student Center—Marble Lounge 
The Inner Search Series 













W O R L D S O F T H E 
ARTIST 
L I V I N G WORKSHOP 
SUBJECT 
IS 
I C H I N G 
MYSTICAL DEMONSTRATION "READINGS 
INDIV IDUAL and GROUP PARTICIPATION 
ANCIENT CHINESE RITUALS 
THROWING OF STONES MYSTERY 
REALITYXJF EASTERN FORTUNE TELL ING 
PSYCHOLOGY 
I I I 
ADVENTURES 
IN CREATIV ITY 
O F S E - ; 
OCCULT ART 
DEMONSTRATION I N SCULPTURE 
PRESENTATION OF ARTISTS WORK 
DISCUSSION OF OCCULT SYMBOLS 
GROUP WORKSHOP IN TECHNIQUES 
PHILOSOPHY OF OCCULT SCIENCE 
" . SOCIAL WORK 
lUDEPTH P E N E T R A T I O N OF THE 
L I F E OF T H E I N D I V I D U A L IN THE 
3ROUF^A PEUSOHALEHCOiJbiTE: 
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1 ARTIST-TEACHER 
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* } 30 
OCCULT SCIENTIST 
DR. -Wf t t4AM 
ROSENTHAL 
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EXPLORATIONS 
INTOSECRETS 
OF T H E A T R E 
PSYCHO-DRAMA 
UNUSUAL TECHNIQUES IK 
V E R Y PERSONAL GROUP E X P E R I M E N T S 
WITH I N D I V I D U A L A N D G R O U P 
KRAF 
GROUP WORKER 





Presentation and Experience in Smaf! Groups 
" • ' ' Intimate Evensngs Non-audience Sty^e 
Followed by Coffee House Social Hour at W P M 
Meet chaHenging Provocative unusual professionals 
in a life experience of new dimensions &hd new horizons 
Love you. 
SpeciaJ Student Leadership Series at 7 PM 
Information: Morty Mintz, Workshop Leader (417 SO 
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